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y O L U M E F IF T Y - E IG H T .

C O L L E G E V I L L E j P A ., T H U R S D A Y , D E C E M B E R 8 , 1932.

W H O LE N U M BER 2 9 9 2 .

THE “HOME PAPER” OF THE MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY

For T he In d e p e n d e n t,

i

miss you so
When do I m iss you m ost, Love?
Would I could le t you know ;
I dwell upon the h appy -past,
The days of long algo.
When all th e sky w as rosy
And the birds w ere afi th e wing,
And the i'oVely, e a rth w as w akening
To the' call of ’gentle spring.

NEW DRUG STORE TO

WATCHMAN WOUNDED WHEN

SCHUYLKILL TRACTIQN <?0.
SOLD AT AUCTION FOR $6,250

COURT MAY DECIDE LEGALITY
OF WEIGHING BIG TRUCKS

NEWS FRQM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM
BY JAY HOWARD

]j
I

qOUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

A three-lane superhighway is be
Trappe Perfect Attendance Record
ing
planned by the State Highway De
Perfect
attendance
records
in
the
Montgomery County Court will
Accidentally shot in the groin at Bus Line Will Replace Electric Cars
Mr. Charles H. Fry, of Zeiglerlocal public school during the past partment for the much discussed four
probably
be
called
upon
to
hand
down
K
aw
w
ssasaR
sssassssw
^^
2
a.
m.
Tuesday
morning
when
hisBetween Collegeville , and Nor
ville, will open a new drug store in
month are as follows: Grammar mile stretch on the Bethlehem pike
an important decision concerning the
the Sohueren building, 321 Maih gun dropped out of the holster to the
ristown; ' Trolley Service To Re legality of weighing trucks piece
Post-office officials everywhere are grades—Earl Brunner, Earl Herzog, between Spring House and Montgdmstreet, Collegeville, Pa., on or about floor and was discharged, Robert
main In Norristown.
meal by State Highway Patrolmen. • preparing for the big Christmas rush. Donald Johnson, Raymond Hess, Rob eryville. Bids are being asked and the
Saturday, December 17. The , new Whitney, 38, of Schwenkville, mar
ert Mathieu, Robert Post, Oliver Reed, contract will probably be given out
Due, to the size of some of the
drug store will be called “The Col ried and the father of five children,, The Bond Holders Protective Com
When the’>sum m er breeze is laden
The “bottomless” fissure may even Douglas 'Stearly, Lawrence Wassmer, about the first of the year.
With the roses ra re perfum e,
lege Pharmacy.” , Mr. Fry, a regis is in a serious condition at Montgom mittee purchased the Schulykill Trac trucks traveling the highways it is tually put Conshohocken in the hole Leon Weigner, Marvin Zollers, Mil
Linford Foulke, a Quakertown min
Sweet m em o ries b r in g yo u b a c k a g a in
tered pharmacist, has, been connected ery hospital.
tion Company at public auction On necessary to weigh the front and —financially if not (Otherwise,
Myilovely b rid e of J u n e ;
ister,
was arrested last week and
dred
Buckwalter,
Marion
Detwiler,
The fair enchanted m eadow s
with the drug store business for 30
Whitney is night watchman a t the Tuesday a t the court house at Norris thep the rear end of the truck in or
Flora Hess, Jean Mathieu, Vivian charged with the embezzlement of
Where we used to roam a t will
der
to
determine
whether
the
vehicle
The
news
of
the
convictions
in
the
Master
Fox
Ranch,
Inc.,
where
the'
years.
He
was
employed
with
the
town. The price* paid for .the right
And listen in th e tw ilight
funds from a federal loan association.
Miller and Helen Weaver.
To the call of whipporwill.
Wm. Stabler drug firm ot Norris-, accident occurred while, he was in the* of way, real estate, rolling Stock and is overloaded. There is no scale in Eagles lottery case must have been
who is fifty-eight, was sec
Jacob H. Bowers of Graterford, son Foulke,
town for a number of years and is a office. Whitney said he was standing all appurtenances of the company, this section large enough to permit interesting reading to Senator Davis.
When do I m iss y o u m o st, L o v e?
retary and treasurer of the Bucks-Lesome of the martimoth trucks to drive —From North Penn Reporter. .
of Rev. J. K. Bowers of Trappe shot high National Farm Loan Associa
resident of the Perkiomen Valley for near the desk and stooped down to exclusive of the lease was $6,250.
All th ro u g h th e c h a n g in g y e a rs
I have d w e lt u p o n y o u r ab sen ce
an eight pronged deer in' Mifflin
‘15 years. Mr. Fry will carry a com pick a newspaper off the floor. The
Norris D. Wright, chairman of the' onto the platform.
In loneliness a n d te a rs ,
The deer hunters, who have return County on Friday where he was tion, and according to the charges
So far as is known there has
plete line of drugs, patent medicines, 32-calibre automatic, revolver drop committee made the purchase. The
Since death the silent m essenger
placed against him, his 1peculations
Has taken, you aw ay
ped out of-the holster. The weapoij leases, listed as “Item Nq. I”, were never been an opinion handed down by ed from up-state, say the bucks are hunting with his brother-in-law, H. covering a period of several years in
hospital supplies, etc.
My heart is filled w ith sorrow
any
court
as
to
the
legality
of
piece
very
scarce
in
Pike,
Monroe
and
R.
Gingrich
of
that
1
county.
On
Thurs
For I m iss you night and day.
He is now equipping the building struck a chair, arid the safety catch purchased by the Schuylkill Valley
small amounts, totaled $595.
M R S. H E N R Y A R M S T R O N G .
with modern fixtures, an up-to-date was dislodged. When the revolver Traction Company. Dr. Grayson, meal weighing. For this reason the Bradford counties while in some day Mr. Gingrich also shot a deer so
Ill health aijd worry over a business
Dorchester. M ass.
soda fountain
and
luncheonette hit the floor, it was discharged, the president of the company, made the Montgomery County Court may have other sections they are quite numer ‘our Jake’ proudly loaded 'h i s 1 prize deal are believed to have led David
the
opportunity
to
establish
a
preced
and
brought
it
to
Trappe
where
it
is
ous.
Ten
fatalities
during
the
first
bullet
speeding
upward
and
striking
purchase for $100.
booths. The Scheuren building has
Hoover, 59, Lansdale, to commit sui
Whitney in the groin.
Mr! Wright stated th at the lines ent, and its decision will be awaited three days of the season is reported on display at his father's residence.
been completely renovated.
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
cide by hanging Saturday afternoon
The watchman made his way pain would be operated as at present un by truckers and highway patrolmen by the Game Commission.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dorn of Tel in the third story, front room of his
alike
with
keen
interest.
fully
to.
the
nearby
home
of
Robert
til final approval of the sale by the
Successful Deer Hunters •
If you want to use your automobile ford were guests at the home of Mr. home.
EDITOR MOSER’S CONDITION
The legality of piece-meal weigh
Manpin, of Port Kennedy, manager of Montgomery County Courts,
This
Among tfie local deer hunters who
on
New Year’s day and haven’t ap- and Mrs. Carl F. Bowers and family
Two sehoolhouses recently ( closed
The condition of Editor E. S. Moser the ranch, and the latter brought him approval will be asked at the session ing has been questioned by the Erb 1 plied for the 1933 license plates, you on Sunday.
bagged their buck are: John Hahn,
by the Lower Salford school district
Transportation Motor Freight Com
of Friday court.
Lees Yerger and Robert Hess, each who is a patient in Riverview Hos to the hospital.
Mrs. Minnie Reese and daughter of
Mr. Wright also declared that af pany, of Philadelphia. Last Monday better get busy. Of course we haven’t Perkasie and Mr. and Mrs. William. were sold at publie sale Saturday af
in different parties, hunting in Pike pital, Norristown, recuperating from
sent for our own tags yet; but We
ternoon. The Indian Creek property
morning
a
truck
owned
and
operated
ter
final
approval
has
been
received,
county, and Maynard Gibson, hunt a series of operations for the removal ROYERSFORD BANKER DIES
Rommel and daughter Ruth of Phila
the trolley system in Norristown by this firm was stopped by State will as soon as we can scrape together delphia visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred went to Norman Ziegler, of Fran
of an abdominal tumor, continues to
ing in Lycoming county;
conia, for $650 and M. B. Rosenberger
IN SUNDAY AUTO CRASH borough would be operated as at pre Highway Patrolmen of the College the necessary money!
Frank Fuhrman bagged his buck in be favorable.
Rommel on Sunday.
of Harleysville purchased the building
ville
statiqn
and
the
driver
arrested
sent.
In
Conshohocken
and
from
that
Friend Ben Fryer of Reading writ
W. J. Ralston, 72, wealthy retired
Clinton,County on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wiliams left known as the “Garges” for $490.
borough to the borough of College when it was found that the machine es to say:
Royersford
glass
manufacturer
and
Carl Bechtel returned Wednesday
FIRE CO. NOMINATIONS
for Miami, Florida last week, where
To escape State police and a Berks
banker, was killed Sunday -when a ville, it is planned to operate a bus was overloaded.
morning with a fine buck he shot near
“It was the night before pay day, they expect to spent several months.
The
Erb
Company
waived
a
hear
line.
County detective Wednesday morn
Nominations
for
the
annual
elec
sliver from a broken automobile windglue Stone, Lycoming County,
arid
all
through
my
jeans,
I
searched
Mr. and Mrs, Edgar Weaver and ing, November 30, when they came to
; Franklin. Price of Oaks bagged a tion of the Collegeville Fire Com shield pierced his brain. His wife and /Mr. Wright and the members of ing and the case was returned to the and hunted for the ways and the
fine nine-pointer. He was huriting with pany were made at the regular meet two other passengers in the car were, his committee represent; bond hold Montgomery County Court by Magis means. But nothing was stirring, not daughter Helen visited Mr. and Mrs. arrest him for an attempted holdup
ers owning $362,000 of the $379,000 trate Clarence W. Scheuren, of Col even a jit, for the silver had walked Samuel Heany of Salfordville on Sun of the County Line Gasoline Station,
Dr. J. S. Miller and a party of friends. ing of the local firemen in the fire injured.
day.
near Stowe, Edward S. Reider, 19, of
Mr. Ralston was riding in a car in outstanding bonds. The sale was legeville.
Harry Cole of Rahns brought dovfti hall on Thursday evening. The an
It is understood th at the defense of out rind the greenbacks had quit.”
■Miss Dorothy Wismer’ was the Stowe, fled from his bed to the roof
an eight-pointer near Sinnamahoning. nual election will be held on Monday driven by Perry Hixon, 48, of Spring brought about by the failure of the
A' bald-headed man wouldn’t waste week-end guest of Miss Caroline Bold of his home where for ten minutes or
Warren Saylor, John and Howard evening, January 2—the annual elec City, a son-in-law. At Yellow House, company to pay interest on these the transportation company at the
trial will be that the method of his time going to a hairdresser’s, but. of Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. Char more he shivered in the bitter cold and
Kugler of Limerick each returned tion night. The nominees, all unop 12 miles north of Pottstown, the car bonds, dating from August, 1931.
weighing the front and rear separ homely girls are the beauty parlor’s les E. Wismer and family and Mrs. then surrendered .1 Reider was, sleep
posed, include—president,
Arthur collided with another driven by Abner
with three nice bucks.
ately was not ■accurate.
best customers.—Sam Hill, in Cin-. Mary, Weikel were her guests on Sun ing without night clothes, the officers
George;
secretary,
Richard
Allebach;
H.
Adams,
61,
of
Esterley.
Adams
es
Harold ftunsieker, Clarence War
BANDITS OBTAINED $1,076 IN
According to patrolmen at the Col- cinnati Enquirer.
said, and' fled through a window to 'the
day.
treasurer,
J.
Howard
Fenstermacher;
caped injury.
ner, David Culp, Clarence Scheuren,
roof.
NORRISTOWN STORE HOLDUP lageville station the truck was reMrs. Ralston, 67, was taken to - St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Brooke
M.
Barlow
of
John Nyce, Lawrence Walt and Allen chief, Charles J. Smedley; assistant
If all the big gasoline storage
gfitered with the state highway de
William Oberholtzer, 53, who on No
Her
and Miss Evelyn Kuser of
Bowden left on a hunting trip to Pike chief, Elwood Hoffmaster; engine Joseph’s Hospital, Reading.
Invading the heart of the Norris partment for 36,000 pounds.
tanks located either above or below Limerick
When
foreman,
Kenneth
Nace;
trustees,
vember 18 attempted to commit sui
Reading
were
dinner
guests
at
the
skull may have been fractured. Her town business district shortly after
county on Wednesday morning.
Ralph. Miller, Howard Tyson and El daughter, Mrs. Minnie Hixon, 43, suf midnight Saturday, three bandits the truck was-stopped last Monday it the ground in the vicinity of the Col home of John T. Miller and family on cide by shooting himself in the head
Another Service Station
was taken to the scales at the College legeville railroad station should hap
wood Hoffmaster.
fered a broken collar-bone.
staged a daring holdup at the store ville mills along the Gravel pike in pen to blow up sometime by chance— Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Daub at his home in Royersford, died F ri
Work is progressing on the grading
day in the Pottstown Hospital. Physi
Mr. Ralston was founder and for of the Sun Ray Drug Company, 52
the report would probably be heard and Mr. William Daub of Philadel
of the ground and the erection of a
years head of the Diamond Glass East Main street, and escaped un Collegeville. Due to the size of the around the world.- But don’t be alarm phia were alsd visitors there on Sun cians stated, that the gunshot wound
RED CROSS ACTIVITIES
truck the weighing could not be done
service station and a branch distribu
jn his head did not cause death, al
Company, of Royersford. He was a
day. ;
;
«
all at one time so the front and then ed there is small possibility of this
The Collegeville branch of the former director of the Royersford Na noticed with $1,076.93.
tion plant for the Pure Oil Company
though it aggravated an illness, from
Entering
the
store
as
employes
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isaac
Tyson
spent
on the corner of Main street and Sec American Red Cross distributed in tional Bank and for years served as were preparing to close, the armed the rear was weighed and the total ever happening.
which he had been suffering for sev
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ond avenue. Four big storage tanks this vicinity during the past week 671 treasurer of the town’s school board. thugs forced four clerks into a rear weight recorded by the patrolmen was
Football’s death toll for 1932 has •Elmer Bechtel arid family of Mingo. eral years. Oberholtzer told authori
40,100 pounds.
are being placed into position near pounds of flour free to 22 families j
reached
thirty-seven. The drastic
room
where
the
manager
was
count
Mrs. D. W. Favinger and son Theo ties who questioned him after the
consisting' of 140 persons. Mrs.- S. D.
'the railroad siding.
shooting his attem pt at suicide was'
changes
made
in
the
football
rules'
ing
the
day’s
receipts,
and
then
fled
ARM FRACTURED IN FALL
PERFECT ATTENDANCE RECORD after last year’s record of fifty fatali dore, Mrs. Chester C. Bush, Mrs. caused by his illness, and the fear
Rebuilding Collegeville-Skippack Road Cornish of Collegeville has charge of
with
the
loot
after
locking
their
vic
Kathryn
Detwiler
and
Miss
Margaret
the distribution of Red Cross flour in
Mrs. Carrie. Burke, of Germantown, tims in the, cellar of the establishment.
ties apparently have cut into deaths Reiner visited the Misses Annie and that he could not regain his health.
AND C- H. S. HONOR ROLL
1 Work is progressing in the rebuild Collegeville.
is in Riverview Hospital with a frac
Bound for the deer hunting grounds
Joseph Beek, 23, of Philadelphia,
ing of the lower road to Skippack,
The Collegeville High School per and serious injuries where -the rules Susie Detwiler in Philadelphia on of Cameron County, three men were
tured
right
arm
sustained
Sunday
The
Collegeville
Branch
of
the
have
been
strictly
enforced.
This
year’s
was
arrested
in
Philadelphia
on
Mon
from CoIIegeyille past the Hansell
Saturday.
fect attendance record (term, to date)
killed as their automobile was wreck
French property. There-will be an oil American Red Cross, of which Mr,s. night when she fell down the steps at day night in connection with the and honor roll for the month of No list of football dead shows only five
Miss Sara Leopold who had been a
the
home
of
her
brother-in-law,
CorJohn
T,
Keyser
is
production
chair
from college ranks. Most of the fa surgical patient at Riverview Hos ed against a tree after striking a
crime. Two other Philadelphia men vember are as follows:
bopnd macadam bottom on the road.
huge buck in the road near Yellow
man, made up a requisition of cut gar nejius Burke, captain of guards at the are suspected and a search is being
talities occurred in high school or
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Keyser and ments in the fire hall on Tuesday, to Eastern Penitentiary, Graterford.
Grade 1 — Perfect Attendance: sand lot contests where strict super- pital, Norristown, for the past two Springs, Wednesday evening, Novem
made for them.
weeks returned to the home of her ber 30—the night before the deer sea
daughter Theresa and son John spent help in the great work now under way
She was visiting her husband, To
(Continued on page 4)
Chief* of Police Bausewine stated he Edith Hess, Florence Keyser. Honor
uncle and aunt, IVJr. and Mrs. Carl F. son opened. The dead are Clarence
Saturday in Bloomfield, N. J., with by the American Red Cross.
bias Burke, amnesia sufferer, who is had obtained several important clues. Roll: Nancy Allebach, Edith Hess,
Bowers on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomas.
Doris Graber, Edward Kramer, Flor
Sinendiriger, Justice of the Peace at
recuperating a t the home of his
RE-OPEN TOWNSHIP LINE
ence Keyser.
Mr. and Mrs. William Moser, Jr.; of ISummerhill; Louis J. Kurtz, 40, of
Dr. and Mrs. G. L. Omwake and GRANTED DETECTIVE LICENSE brother a t ' Graterford.
C. H. S. BASKETBALL NEWS
Grade 2—Perfect Attendance: Dawn
Tobias Burke returned to his home in
Prof, and Mrs. F. I. Sheeder heard
ROAD FROM ROYERSFORD Philadelphia spent Sunday at the Claysburg, and John Ritchey, of Port
Judge Williams handed down a de Philadelphia a year ago after he had
home of Mr. and Mrs. William Moser age.
Chamar, Jacqueline Miller, Dolores
Fritz Ifreisler, famous violinist, in a
Coach
Brandiff’s
Collegeville
High
As Charles Amwine, 25, rests in
program at Philadelphia on Monday cree in which he granted a private de lived in Chicago for 10 years under School basketball quintet will open Mehl, Dorothy Muehe, Robert Poley, ' The rebuilding arid relocation of and sons.
tective license to Harry M< Hildebidle, another name, his illness producing their season this Friday afternoon, De Paul Stoudt. Honor Roll: James Mc- th e Township line road, via Walnut
Miss Sarah Buckwalter spent Sun prison at Doylestown charged with the
fvening.
street, Royersford, to Ridge pike, un
of Glenwood avenue, Collegeville. The
A meeting of the Collegeville Jun petition seeking the appointment was a complete loss of memory. Although cember 9 on the'A rcadia floor with Coll, Dolores Mehl, Jacqueline Miller, der construction since September 15, day with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lehman murder of Frances Rempfer, 15, of
of Yerkes.
Newtown, a search of the criminal
Adra
Marie
Quay,
Paul
Stoudt.
he
was
definitely
identified
as
the
Bridgeport
High
School.
ior Community Club will be held in presented to the court by Attorney
Grade 3—Perfect Attendance: Jack has been completed.
files of Bucks county reveals that 22
missing Philadelphian, he failed to
On account of there being only a
The
Pennepacker
Home
and
School
the fire hall on Tuesday evening.
The improvement was launched by Association will convene for a short persons have been murdered in the
Ralph F. Wismer.
Bechtel, Betty Meyers, Grace Meyers.
recognize
any
members
of
his
family.
boys
game,
arrangements
are*
being
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Berkey and
Montgomery county, with State aid,
made to have the grime played at 4 Honor Roll: Jack Bechtel, Marie and consists of a fraction over a mile, business session on Thursday evening, county during the last three years. Of
Sonny Weber of Coatesville and Mr.
SUCCESSFUL COFFEE SOCIAL
BrOdt,
Marguerite
Brown,
Dorothy
December 8, at 8 o’clock in the school these, 21 cases have been solved and
o’clock in the afternoon instead of in
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
Fred Mergenthaler -of Germantown
which has been laid down by a force house. A Christmas social for the the criminals convicted.
Moyer,
Richard
Ullman.
the
evening
All
the
rest
of
the
games
The
Coffee
Social
given
for
the
were the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Services for Sunday, December 11
Grade 4—Perfect Attendance: Har of over 60 men from Royersford, parents, patrons and teachers of the
benefit of Rivercrest a t the home of are as follows: Sunday Church School on the schedule will be double-headers
Mrs. Louis Cornish.
old
Bortz, Robert Fort, Mildred Key working on/shifts of 30, three days a school will f©llow>
—both boys and girls games. *
CONSHOHOCKEN’S “BOTTOMLESS
Mrs. Lawrence Walt entertained.her Mrs. F. J. Clamer was well attended at 9.30. Morning worship and sermon
ser, Harold Poley, Margery Tyson, week.
Miss Wilhelmina Klinger of EvansThe
probable
lineup
for
the
C.
H.
S.
last
Thursday
and
prqved
a
financial
at 10.35.
The
new
road
affords
a
much
short
Sewing Club on Friday evening.
PIT” UNDER CONTROL
boys team will be Virgil Sommers and Linwood Yost. Honbr Roll: Robert
burg was the guest of Miss' Kathryn
er and direct route to the Ridge pike. Grater on Sunday.
Mrs. S. B. Tyson and Miss Naomi as well a’ social success.
On Sunday evening at 7,30 o’clock Gerald Godshall a t the forward posts, Gehret, Margery Tyson.
Conshohocken’s
“bottomless pit” or
The
following
program
was
enjoy
Detwiler of the Collegeville Junior
the Trinity choir, under the direction David Allebach at center and Clair
Grade 5—Perfect Attendance: Lu- The latest improvements join im
Rev. and Mrs. W. O. Fegely and mystery cavern, located on Wood
Community Club and Mrs. Louis Cor ed by those present: piano solo, Mrs. of Mr. Paul M. Oberholtzer, will ren Zimmerman, George Yeagle and John veina Brooks, Leroy Buckwalter, Vir provements made last year, from
family and their week-end guest, Mrs. street at the intersection of Tenth
nish visited the Balla-Cynwyd Junior Hopkins, Philadelphia; reading, Miss der a .Christmas cantata, entitled, Ward alternating at the guard posi ginia Poley, Eileen Winkler,: Evelyn Mingo Brethren church to the pike.
Evelyn
Cornish;
ether
waves,
solo,
The chief relocation was made by Ella R. Wisler of Pottstown visited avenue, is apparently under control.
Club on ^fonday evening.
Yeagle. Honor Roll: Luvenia Brooks,
Miss Ball; violin selection, Miss Mur “The King Cometh,” by R. M. Stultz. tions.
eliminating
several curves near Roy Mr. and Mrs! Paul P. Davenport of Forty feet below the surface, a bridge
The
soloists
are
Mrs.
Kathryn
F
ar
Mrs. Walter Newman entertained iel Ingram; violin selection, Miss
Coach Fritseh’s C. H. S. girls squad Nelson Godshall, Mildred” Mehl, Vir
ersford,
by
cutting through lands of Haddonfield, New Jersey, on Satur or floor has been built, and with this
her bridge club at her home’ last Levengood; vocal solo, Miss Mollier, rar Johnson, soprano; Miss Rosa opened the season ,with a practice ginia Poley, Evelyn Yeagle.
forming a base, ton after ton of con
day.
Trout, alto; Mr. Floyd Heller, tenor; game against the Schuylkill' consoli
Thursday evening. Two tables of Trappe.
Grade 6—Perfect Attendance: Lu- the Buckwalter farm. The estimated
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah B. Moyer and crete was poured in to seal up the
distance
to
the
pike
from
Royersford,
Mr.
Craig
Johnston,
bas’
s;
Miss
Helen
bridge were a t play. Refreshments
dated school on Monday afternoon. ella Bell, Dorothy Francis, Laura Key
The committee of which Mrs. Geo.
daughter Kathryn of Norristown and cavity. No new breaks have been re
- were served and favors were awarded. F. Clamer was chairman, appreciated Bartman, organist.
Only Col'legeville high girls .who Had ser, Mary Ella McDonald, John May- over the new highway, is less than Mrs. Louise Keyser of Lansdowne ported in the vicinity of the main
The program—'Introduction: organ; less than one year’s experience , in kut, Minnie Potts, Evelyn Ullman, three miles. The road meets the
Mr. Donald Sterner of Pottstown, the support of the community and
were guests at the home of Mr. and rupture. William T. Muldrew, bor
formerly of Collegeville, spent the friends in this work for the benefit of chorus—“Awrike, Awake, Put. on Thy basketball participated. Ten, players Arline Walt, Ralph Zeigler.
Honor pike at Township line, midway be Mrs. C..C. Wismer and daughter.
ough engineer, is supervising the re
tween
Limerick
and
Trappe.
The
Week-end in town.
in all went along, each one playing at Roll: Dorothy Francis, Laura Keyser,
pair
work.
the children of Rivercrest Preventor Strength O Zion.” ,
Miss
Helen
Phillips
of
Oaklyn,
New
type constructiori of the road is No.
P art I,—“A King Is Promised”; least half a game.. The Anal whistle Arline Walt.
Mrs. E. S. Moser, Mrs. Stella Buck- ium.
Residents of the section are not
Jersey, was the week-end guest at the
31,
oil
bound
macadam.
>
tenor
solo—“And.
There
Shall
Come
Waiter and son LeRoy and Mrs. Ida
Grade 7 — Perfect Attendance:
found the score 23-8 in favor of the
_________ L. W. C.
home of Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Faving alarmed in their attitude toward the
Forth a Son”; chorus—“The Spirit of C. H. S. rookies.
Stierly were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Betty Allebach, Ellwood Angell, Jean
mysterious cavity, even though the
er and family. \
the Lord Shall Rest Upon Him”; bass
Mrs. J. Howard Fenstermacher.
Anne Fretz, Helen Gottshalk, Edward URSINUS GLEE CLUG SINGS
MOTHERS’ CLUB MEETING
Mrs. Banks Fogleman and son Ray closest home is but 26 feet away, and
solo—“In
His
Days,
Judah
Shall
be
Maykut, Lewis Schatz, Grace Yeagle.
Mr, and Mrs. George F. Clamer and
EVANSBURG NEWS
AT STATE HOSPITAL mond of McCallistersville are spend dozens of homes stand within a block
This Thursday, December 8, is the Saved” ; chorus—“And This is the
Honor, Roll: Betty Allebach, Helen
eon Mr. Frank Clamer attended the
of it.
The Ursinus College Glee Club gave ing the week at the home of Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs., Richard House left Gottshalk.
christening of their grandson, Master day for the meeting of the Mothers’ Name, Whereby He Shall be Called” ;
The cause of 'the puzzling pit, which
Mrs,
J.
K.
Bowers..
Mrs.
Bower’s
Grade 8—Perfect Attendance: Jean an excellent concert Wednesday even brother, Mr. Charles Boyer of Salem, grew in the last year, from a small
Frank R. J. Clamer, son of Mr. and Cluh. The place, as usual the high soprano solo—“Therefore the Lord Saturday for a trip to Columbia
school
auditorium,
the
time
2.30
p.
m.
ing
in
'th
e
large
amusement
hall
at
Himself Shall Give You a Sign”; trio county, where Mr. House joined a Clawson,
William Fenstermacher,
Mrs. G. G. Clamer of Conshohocken,
New Jersey visited them on Monday fissure in the ground, has not been
Mrs. Harvey Carter will: be the —“For Unto Us a Cfrild is Born”; pa'rty of deer hunters.
Charles Fort, Richard Landes, Rob State Hospital, Norristown. Inter and Mr. and Mrs, Jacob H. Bowers of officially determined. One theory is
at the Episcopal Church in Consho
hocken, on Sunday. Rev. Dr. West, speaker. Her topic “Education for chorus—“Thy Kingdom is an Ever
The condition .of Mrs, Morgan Web ert Landes, Harry Ludwig, Henry spersed between the college songs and Gratersford and Miss Viola Gingrich that a subterranean stream, coursing
Peace.” Come out and hear her ideas lasting Kingdom.”
Maykut, Grace
Pundt,
Blanche other excellent numbers, there was an of Mexico, Juniata County, were their far below the surface, is sucking in the
the pastor, officiated.
er is improving.
P art II.-—“The Incarnation”; solo
Schultz,
Ernest
Schultz,
Lewis
Ull organ and piano duet by the students. guests on Sunday.
The C. I. C. Sunday school class on this Very interesting and import
earth’s surface about it.
Mrs. Rex Stackhouse and her moth
This was very much enjoyed by the
and duet—“And the Angel Saith Unto er-in-law and Miss Elizabeth Tustin man. Honor Roll: Blanche Schultz.
will hold a bake and soup sale in the ant subject. Miss
Kathryn
Detwiler
of
Phoenix
Mrs.
S.
D.
Cornish
is
program
large
audience.
The
whole
program
Mary” ; chorus—“H eiShall be Great” ; of Germantown spent Tuesday with
Hendricks Memorial building on Sat
Grade 9—Perfect Attendance:. Rob
ville was the week-end guest of Mr. MIKE RALPH GOES BACK
duet and chorus—“And the Word was Mr. and Mrs. J. Stroud Weber.
urday afternoon, December 10. There chairman for the day.
ert Alderfer, Charles Angell, Agnes was under the direction of Miss a^d Mrs, Oliver D. Bechtel and fam
.
'
_
__________
F.
H.
R.
Jeanette
Hartenstine,
the
Ursinus
TO JAIL FOR 15 YEARS
Made
Flesh.”
Will also be home made soap on sale.
Mrs. Thomas Baker of Washington, Donahue, Cyrill Donahue, Edward musical director.
ily.
P art III.—“The King is Born” ;
Mrs. H. D. Rushong entertained the
Fretz,
Earl
Gardner,
Hiram
Hedrick,
“Black
Mike”
Ralph was sentenced
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Franks
______________ S. M. M.
“500” club of which she is a member AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY chorus—-“There Were Shepherds Abid D. C., called on relatives here on Mon Thelma Johnson Kathryn McHarg,
to
go
back*
to
the
Eastern Peniten
were
the
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clar
day.
at her home, on Friday evening.
Verna Miller, Naomi Nyce, William
The regular meeting of the Byron ing in the Field”; solo and chorus—
tiary for fifteen years and two
ence
Prowell
and
daughter
of
Oak
Mrs.
.
Herbert
Barber
remains
TIPSY
DRIVER
JAILED
Risher,
Edgar
months, in the Montgomery County
Mrs. Stella Buckwalter and son Le- S. Fegley Post, American Legion “Arid the Angel' Said L[nto Them” ; with her ■daughter in Jeffersonville. Osborne, Howard
Lane on Saturday evening.
Schatz, Howard Shaffer, Felix Wag
Mark Lederach, of Lederachville,
Auxiliary, will be held at the home alto solo—“And This Shall be a Sign Her condition is.about the same.,
Court at Norristown, last week.
fioy spent Saturday in Philadelphia.
John
F.
Tyson
accompanied
his
The slayer of a Conshohocken po
Mrs. Harry Poley, of Limerick visit- of Mrs. W. O. Fegley, Trappe, on Unto You” ; closing chorus—“Glory to
Miss Elizabeth Milligan, a teacher ner, Harold Zollers, Eugene Mollier. entered a plea of guilty, Tuesday, to brother. Paul Tyson of Royersford on
God
in
the
Highest”
;
“tlark
the
Her
Honor Roll: Agnes Donahue, Naomi a charge of drunken driving and was a deer huriting trip to Lycoming liceman, who escaped from the county
Monday evening, December 12.
ad Mrs. E .S , Moser on Saturday.
at
Mont
Clare
School,
spent
the
week
Nyce, Alberta Parsons, Velma Som sentenced by Judge Knight to three County this week.
The Montgomery Bucks Bi-County ald Angels Sing.” '
prison seven years ago, pleaded
Mr. Frank Rushong has left for Har
The people of Collegeville and vic end wifh Mr. and Mrs. J. Strotid Web mers, Albert Zvarick.
moriths
in
jail,
to
pay
the
costs
and
a
guilty to jail-breaking, and was giv
risburg where he has accepted a posi Council meeting arid luncheon will be
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
F.
Tait
and
er.
Grade 10 — Perfect /Attendance: fine of $100.
en a term of one to three years. In
tion with the Harrisburg Pipe- and held Thursday, December 8 a t 12.15 inity are cordially invited ]to all serfamily
of
Norristown
spent
Sunday
Boyer School Attendance .Record
Evelyn Cornish, Bernice Hedrick,
p. m., at the Food Craft Shop at 1211 !vices at Trinity.
addition to this he must serve out the
Pipe Bending Company.
with
Rev.
and
Mrs,
Arthur
C.
Ohl
and
THE PASTOR.
The perfect attendance record^ of Joseph Hoffman, Kathryn Moyer,
maximum of his original sentence of
, Mr. and Mrs. N. Godshall and son Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
JACOB ALBITZ SENTENCED
family.
The Red Cross garments, to be sew'pupils of the Henry K, Boyer school Emily Pfleger, Donald Thornton, Owen
Nelson spent Sunday in Allentown
Trappe Boy Scout Troop had seven seventeen years, of which he had ser
Jacob
Albitz,
Limerick
township
COMMUNITY CLUB NOTES
for the month of November, released Seibert, James Uridercoffler, Donald
ved only two years and ten months
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Fetterolf ed by the auxiliary members, are
farmer, Tuesday, pleaded guilty to teen members present at their meet
here.
and family.
The* Collegeville Community Club by Paul Lutz, principal, is as follows: Yeagle. Honor Roll: Evelyn Bechtel, possession of liquor before Judge ing on Friday. It hag been announced at the time of his escape.
_______________L. B. G.
The Ladies Aid Society met at the
met in the fire hall, on November 30. First grade: Aaron Becker, Paul Evelyn Cornish, Bernice Hedrick, Knight and w as,sentenced to pay a th at the six weeks individual contest
home of Mrs. A. T. Allebach on Mon
DRY REPEAL IS DEFEATED
In the absence of Mrs, Longaker, Mueller, John Patterson, Ruth House, Caroline Hiljier, Helen House, Lillian fine of $10 and costs and to serve two on dues, attendance, conduct and
A LOVELY CHRISTMAS PRESENT Mrs. S. D. Cornish, vice president, pre Kathryn Lear; second grade: Theo Slotterer. '
fay evening.
passing of tests will close Friday,
By
a margin so narrow th at a
months
in
the
county
jail.
The
liquor
Grade 11 — Perfect Attendance:!
dore Hoch, Junior Snovel, John Young,
Corporal C. D. Boyle, flow in
In making up your list of Christ sided.
change of six votes wouljl have shifted
was found after County Detectives December 9.
Mary
Boyle,
Grace
Dambly,
Evelyn
Jack
Eikov,
Elaine
Hunsicker,
Jean
charge of the Clifton Heights bar mas gifts to dear ones and friends,
The program was in change of Mrs.
Miss Minnie Miller delightfully en the result, . the House of Representa
Theresa Keyser, David James V. Gleason and George Ben tertained
racks of the State Highway Patrol, why not include one of Mrs. Arm Howard Tyson, chairman .'of Educa Silknetter, Edith Jones; Grade■ 3: Hedrick,
eighteen card club friends tives Monday defeated the Garner
nett
had
vigorously
pitched
hay
from
Samuel French, Howard Hunsicker, Klinger, Caroline Miller, Alberta
formerly in command of the College- strong’s books of one hundred and tion.
*
at the Franklin House on Monday prohibition repeal resolution. The vote
place
to
place
in
the
Albitz
barn.
vine barracks, called on friends in fifty poems, autographed. A lovely
Our speaker was Mr. Edward William Jenkins, Donald Kavanaugh, Myers, Virginia. Myers, Kathryn Os The raid was staged on June 13 as a evening. Guests were present from was 272 in its faVor to 144 against.
town-on Friday.
Christmas gift. Please send one dol Snow, principal of < Lower Merion Jules Pearlstine, Bernice Junker, Lu borne, Lyndale Schultz, Charles Stev result of a coriiplaint which had been Reading, Norristown and Pottstown. The resolution was supported by 168
enson, Pauline Walters,
Norman
The Freeland Chapter of the O. E. Democrats, 103 Republicans and one
Dr. ClawsOn and Russell C. Johnson, lar and fifty cents to Mrs. Henry Arm Junior High School. His talk was cille Sanderson, Jean Snovel, Jessica Weigner. ■Honor Roll: Alice Allebach, made about the alleged bootlegging
Venema;
Grade
4:
Clara'
Eigelson,
S. held a- very entertaining Christmas Farmer-Laborite. The dry faction
graduate manager of athletics, will strong, 477 Washington street, Dor most interesting. He' gave us many
activities of the farmer.
Iva
Angell,
Mary
Boyle,
Marjorie
Mildred
Swarthy,
Betty
Thompson,
2t
high lights concerning “THe Little
party on Monday evening in the was made up of 44 Democrats and 100
j represent Ursinus College a | the’ Penn chester, Mass.
Red School House.” He pointed out Ruth Hedrick, Dorothy Jones, James Brosz, Ruth Burns, Bernice Hedrick, YOUTHS HURT IN AUTO CRASH Grange frail. The older as well as the Republicans. A two-thirds vote was
Harris Hotel in Harrisburg on De
many defects in our public school Burness, William Hunsberger, Mor Pearl Hunsicker,. Theresa Keyser,
younger people received a gift from needed to approve the resolution,
cember 10th. The occasion, will be a
GRATERFORD NEWS
Six youths were injured, one criti Santa. The Christmas Choral singing since it was for amendment of the
curriculum which educators hope to ris Rubin; Grade 5: Betty Jane Addis, Caroline Miller, Dorothy Pope, Eve
meeting of the Eastern Collegiate
lyn
Sacks,
Dorothy
Rhoades,
Lyndale
cally, when their automobile crashed was led by Mrs. Edwin Taitt and Miss Constitution.
Bean, Marianna Mueller,
A number of local deer hunters are correct in the near future.
Many Thelma
Athletic Conference. This association
Schultz, , Pauline
Walters, Jean
a truck along Roosevelt Boule Verda Keyser.
■a made up of Dickinson, F. and M., spending this week ip Clinton County pupils are forced to study branches, Naomi Bean,- Elizabeth Young, Betty Wright, Edna Yeagle, Marian Zeig intol
vard, Philadelphia, Tuesday a t the
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Linderman of
Gettysburg, Muhlenberg, and Ursinus. on a hunting, trip. T he party is com which will be of- absolutely no use to Silknetter, Frances Venema, Paul ler,
spot where two Villanova college Norristown 1entertained their card RECORD BREAKING WEATHER
Heil, Charles House, Stewart Long1 Hr. Clawson is, at present, president posed of two local men, Howard Shall- them.
Within a week Montgomery County
Grade
12
—
Perfect
Attendance:
athletes were killed in an accident club at dinner at the Franklin House
cross and AJvin Ujidercuffler. It has
Miss Spangler/presented Mr. Harry acre, Harold Schambough; Grade 6 :
j °f this Conference.
been reported that the party of Bear, who sang three solos, which we Elsie Risher, Margaret ' Thompson, Abram Hoffman, Kathryn Moyer, last week. The motorists were en here on Saturday evening. Their has experienced two extremes of
Helen Zimrriermari, William Murphy; Mary Moore, Harry Patterson, Helen route home frbm a hosiery mill in guests were Mr. and Mrs, H. K. Bus- record-breaking temperatures. - Just
thirteen hunters bagged three deer.
all enjoyed.
0. OF % A. CARD PARTY
William Junker, Robert Risher, Nor Smull. Honor Roll: Robert Gottshall, Frankford where they were employed. sa, Mr. and Mrs. Potts and Mr. and six days after the mercury dropped to
The
Ways
and
Means
Committee
Joseph Abel is on the sick list. His
14 degrees on November 27, the low
The injured are: .Michael Harak, Mrs. Taylor of Norristown'
man
Snovel; Grade,7: Richard House, Harold Hunsberger, Robert Kline,
sponsored a “Bake Sale” which rietted
The O. of I. A. will hold a card condition is improving.
est
mark for the date on records of
Clyde
Miller,'
Frank
Miller,
Beatrice
20
,
a
fracture
of
the
skull
and
inter
Party in their lodge hall at EvansThe rebuilding of the rdad leading them $32. The chairman, Mrs. Adele Vincent Heil, Francis Heinz, Myron
Augustus Lutheran Church
the local weather bureau, the mercury
bui'g-' on Tuesday evening, December to the Penitentiary is expected to be Miller, wishes to thank all of those Muschell, Irvin Zimmerman, Dorothy Pearlstine, Muriel Schonck, Emyle nal injuries; John Horvath, 19, pos
The Pastor’s Aid Society of Augus climbed to a new record at the other
Brosz, Mary Hutt, Ruth Risher; Grade Thomas, John Ward, Dorothy Witmer. sible fractured skull;' Michael Brist||. “500” and hassenpeff er will be completed this week. The road will who so kindly responded.
ash,
20,
lacerations;
Harry
Kirkner,
tus
Lutheran church will meet Sat- end of the thermometer.
8
:
Arthur
Hunsberger,
William
Muel
The Christmas Party, th at Mrs.
Pjayed and prizes awarded. Admis have a good surface.
At 2.45 p. m. Saturday the mercury
Sixteen head of poultry were stolen lacerations; Joseph Dobrey, 23, punc uray, December 10, at 2 p. m. Mrs.
ler,
Richard
Taylor,
Robert
Venema,
Fretz
has
planned
for
December
28
sion 35 cents.
Nicolas Long is spending several
from the chicken house of Henry tured leg, all of Phoenixville, and Os S. Louis Cornish will conduct the had climbed to 67. This is four de
Matthew
Heiriz,
Dorothy
Cleaver,
will
delight
the
children
in
our
com
days in "Philadelphia.
grees above the high mark for De
Evelyn Hedrick, Betty Bodey, Minerva Landis, of the upper end of Skippack car Linderman, 20, of Oaks, driver of mission study topic.
munity. More news about it later,
A subscription to The Independent
cember 3, established i» 1914,
the car, a broken a m and lacerations.
(Continued on page 4)
township, one night recently.
Becker,
Kathryn
Smith,.'
I.
W.
K.
Advertise
in
The
Independent.
'8 a $1.50 well spent;
OPEN IN COLLEGEVILLE

REVOLVER DROPS TO FLOOR

THE

IN D E P E N D E N T

South A frican N atives
H ave O w n N ew spapers

BEAR BASKETBALL TEAM TO
OPEN SEASON AT PRINCETON
Coach Horse Chase’s Ursinus quin-,
tet will have their hands full when
they journey to Tiger-land, Saturday,
December 10, to open th ^ present
basketball season against Urinceton.
Captain Lodge will lead the Griz
zlies into action Saturday night
against the Orange and Blue, who
have recently signed Fritz Crisler to
replace Wittmer as basketball men
tor. Swede Paul still suffers slight in
juries to the hip from the past grid
season, but, if fully recovered, should
start at the tap-off position. Eaehus,
Sommers, and Diehl round out a pos
sible starting five.

Locust H as A p p allin g
R ecord of D estruction

In spite of fuller knowledge of the
-In South Africa there are now near
ly a score of newspapers entirely con life and habits of the grasshopper, the
ducted by natives. 'Die blacks, in fact, discovery that he emerges from per
P U B L IS H E D E Y E K Y T H U R S D A Y .
have the same fondness as the whites manent breeding grounds and does not
for seeing things in black and white. materialize from the ether to satisfy
One of these papers has celebrated the vengeance of a deity, and some im
CO LLEG EVILLE, M ONTGOM ERY C O UN TYv PA.
Its twenty-first birthday, and it boasts provement in the methods of exterm
a circulation of a thousand copies a inating him and curbing his activities,
week. Many of them are published in this insect still manages to do about
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
native languages, and reach a very as he likes.
P R IC E S A R E S U R E T O GO U P !
In many countries and in all periods
high standard. A few contain items
in English which are sometimes un of history he has left his record of de
Thursday, December 8, 1932.
consciously amusing. In a recent re struction. The most appalling report
N o te W ell
port of a wedding readers were told of his depredations comes from the
that “Amonk the pzerents was one pen of St. Augustine, who tells of a
plague in Numidia which resulted in
sugger basine and a milj jub.”
T H E MEDICAL IN V E ST IG A T IO N .
Most of the native papers are very the death of 800,000 men. Pliny
After five years and the expenditure of $ 1 ,000,000 the Com strong on advertisements. Pickle and writes of swarms of African locusts
URSINUS FOOTBALL SUMMARY
manufacturers are great sup that crossed the Mediterranean to
N ow Offered Y ou
m ittee on The Costs of Medical Care has made its report and has sauce
The final analysis of the 1932 U r
porters of these columns, and a good Italy in his time. South Africa has
sinus
College
football
season
reveals
incurred the displeasure of the members of the American Medical trade appears to be done by the mak suffered keenly from swarms of mi
the actual picture was painted far
36 Inch
Association. The work of the Committee was financed by the ers of a lotion for taking the as gratory locusts, and ’great damage is
36 inch
differently than the pre-season fore
trakhan kinks out of woolly mops of done by them to the crops of Argen
Carnegie, Rockefeller and other foundations, etc.
cast.
Led
by
Captain
Alvin
Paul,
the
tina and Chile.
hair. :
Grizzlies have enjoyed, on the whole,
One might expect that some of these
In many cases on record they are
In the majority report the suggestion of “State” or “socialized
Captain-Elect Tropp
a successful season. In the season’s
papers would show strong anti-white, spoken of as having “come down from
15
14
medicine” was recommended. The report recommends that medi feeling. This, however, is not the the north,” whether the regions they
total of eight games, the Bears have
TROPP ELECTED CAPTAIN
A
regular
20c
grade
of
Borders,
the best made.
won four, tied One, and lost three. In
cal service should be provided by organized groups of physicians, case. Political Questions are dealt victimize are in Africa, Chile or the
OF 1933 URSINUS GRID TEAM Conference games, Ursinus was cred
with,
but
in
the
fairest
and
most
open
Pure
W
hite
Flannel.
N
ew
Patterns.
Fast Colors.
United
States.
The
recognized
per
nurses, dentists, pharmacists and other associated personnel, organ manner, and most of the native pa
manent breeding grounds of one spe
The lettermen of the 1932 football ited with two wins, one tie, and one
ized around hospitals for rendering complete home, office and hos pers make strong appeals for a closer cies, the Rocky mountain locust, are squad at Ursinus College last week loss. This standing earned the Bears
pital care of patients, and that costs be placed on a group payment understanding between the black and in Montana and the western part of elected Walter Tropp ’34 of Brook a tie for first place in the final rating.
the Dakotas. This was the species lyn, N. Y., to captain the 1933 grid
Season’s summary:
white races.
Im ported
22 x 44 inch
basis, through the use of insurance, taxation, or both, without pre
that in the. seventies were the aggres iron eleven. Tropp, who plays a half Ursinus
Opponents
sors in the greatest grasshopper plague back position", has been a conspicuous % 2
Villanova
26
cluding the continuation of the individual fee basis for those who
known to this country.
E lectoral College Not
7
Dickinson
0
figure in the Ursinus backfield, since
wish it. This is the revolutionary recommendation that has left
16
F. and M.
6
Bound by S tates’ W ill
attaining a regular berth ip his sopho
20
20
the medical profession in a frenzy since the report was made public.
0
Muhlenberg
0
more year. His defensive, as well as
The electoral college is the device
Sold
this
same grade at
A
ctually
worth
29c
each.
H
ollanders
in
N
ational
2
Gettysburg
7
his offensive play, has been a subject
Incidentally, the earnings of physicians are revealed as being set up by the federal Constitution for
28
Drexel
6
35c.
Red,
Blue
Band Bor
W
h
ite
with
Colored
Bor
of
much
favorable
comment
from
D
ress
on
M
ark
et
D
ays
much less than people generally suppose, except in the cases of the election of President and Vice
20*
Swarthmore
0
Quaint indeed is the custom in Mid- football officials, opposing coaches,
President of the United States. It is
ders,
ders. ,
0
Albright
26
specialists. The report reveals that in 1929 one-third of all doctors composed of electors chosen by popm dleburg, Holland, which decrees, and and players. This distinction has
earned
for
the
captain-elect
the
re
always
has,
that
one
goes
to
market
lar
vote
in
each
state,
the
number
had incomes of less than $ 250° a year. It also is revealed that
,
71
in each case equaling the number of in one’s national dress. In effect, it pute of being one of the outstanding | 75
70,000 general practitioners, as a group, received less income in congressmen—senators and represent means one’s best clothes, but the same backs in the Conference.
A student at North Dakota UniPure Silk
Im ported W illow
Besides his gridiron deeds, Tropp versity has paid tuition, room, and
1929 than 30,000 physicians who specialized. The average net in- atives—to which the state is entitled. style as grandma and grandpa wore.
Black
is
the
universal
color
for
men
Each elector is bound by precedent and
is also a capable performer/in track board with 800 bushels of potatoes.
come of the general practitioner was under $ 4000, while the party loyalty, though not by law, to and women.
and wrestling. In the former, he was
The men wear rather tight black one of the outstanding men on the
cast his vote in accordance with the
average of the specialists was over $ 10 ,000.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■>
According to the committee’s report there are about 25,000 will of his state as shown at the No coats of a cloth which they say lasts varsity squad last spring, having ■
■
Splendid quality, 40 in.
for thirty years. Big gold clasps scored in as many as six different
vember election.
H and made of clean,
more physicians in the United States than needed, though some
The college never meets as a body. decorate their necks. Tiny pin events in one meet, and having led the
wide. Comes in all plain
PURE M ILK AND CREAM
white w illow braided tops
communities haven’t enough. The commission recommends regu The creation of this rather awkward cushion-shaped caps, or alternatively squad in scoring. In wrestling, he has
colors.
and sometimes unsatisfactory device bowlers of the George Robey variety, earned a letter competing in the 165
BUTTERMILK
lation of specialists, regional relief where needed—perhaps by by the authors of the Constitution is as we know it, are the vogue.
pound division, in which class he
Women dress somberly in black with hopes to wrestle in the current season.
“salaried” physicians— and a change of pre-medical courses. supposed to reflect their distrust of
COTTAGE CHEESE
almost crinoline-shaped skirts to their
His high scholastic attainments
Physicians of the future, it points *out, must be trained more and democracy and their unwillingness to feet
and wear snow-white headdresses, tend to disprove the popular adage, “a
B etter M erchandise for L ess M oney
leave to the masses of citizens so im
For Sale in Collegeville by
more in the illnesses of adult-hood and of old age, for there sickness portant a task as choosing their Chief beneath which glow their natural ex good athlete is a poor student.” For
T h at’s W hat Y ou Can E xp ect H ere
Yeagle & Poley
A. C. Ludwig 1
is increasing due to co nquest of childhood diseases and the conse Executive. The theory has been com pressions. Powder, rouge and .lip his first two years at Ursinus, he has
Collegeville Bakery A. Loughin ■
pletely abandoned, though the machin salve are unknown. They arrive at to his credit an average above “B.”
quent lengthening of life.
ery continues. In effect, though not in the market in this medieval dress—
J. Leckie
The medical profession is being disrupted by internal dis- fact, voters have long voted directly mounted on bicycles.
WISE AND OTHERWISE
In Trappe:
President and Vice President.—
cension because of the practice lost thru the free services given via. for
During the freshman-sophomore
Horace Bean and George Kutra 1
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
game at M. I. T., which resulted in a
In d ian M usic
the public health clinics. What is needed , 1 it appears, is more
i
The bureau of American ethnology 13-0 victory for the second year men,
co-operation between general practitioners and those in . charge of
J. ARTHUR NELSON
says that Indian music is coextensive 29 crates of eggs and 10 crates of
L an d o f E x tre m es
public health clinics. Physicians should not object to the charity
The highest known point in the with trjbal .life, for every public cere fruit were thrown. This barrage was
ROYERSFORD, PA.
United
States, exclusive of Alaska, Is mony, as well as each important act Considerably less than 1930’s when a
N O R R IS T O W N ’S B E S T D E P A R T M E N T ST O R E
patients being treated at the public health clinics. In fact they
Stop
driver
or phone 512.
the summit of Mount Whitney, in Cal in the'career of an individual, has Its part of the ammunition was 120 crat
should welcome relief from this charity type of patient. If the ifornia, which is 14,496 feet above sea accompaniment of song. The music of es of eggs.
hospitals were paid for services to those who cannot pay their own level, and the lowest known dry land each ceremony has its peculiar rhythm,
in the United States is in Death vaj- so also have the classes of songs which
a s
bills, the hospitals would be able, and should be required, to mod ley, also in California, which is 276 pertain to individual acts: Fasting
and prayer, setting of traps; hunting,
erate their charges for patients able to pay according to their means. feet below sea level.
**************************
courtship, playing of games, facing
'
In
mid-June
campers
were
driven
The medical profession has made wonderful strides in surgery
*
*
away from the vicinity of Lake Tahoe and defying death. An Indian can de
*
and considerable progress in medicine ; but in business ethics the by a cold storm which approached the termine at once the class of a strange
*
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
at the rhythm of the music, but
1
doctors are several hundred years behind the times. The old severity of a blizzard. A few days song
* (Successor to F . W. SHALKOP) *
later at least one of these parties en not by that of the drumbeat, for the
AND
1
*
3?
practice of “soaking” those who pay, enough to make up for those countered a temperature of 108 de latter is not infrequently played in
FUNERAL DIRECTOR ■*
time differing from that of the song.
who do not, dates back to medieval times when the shopkeepers grees at Bakersfield.
$
SCHUYLKILL
ANTHRACITE
It has never before beep possible to
The same contrast is to be encoun
TRAPPE, PA.
had two prices— one for the nobles and the gentry, and another for tered in the California landscape.
sell superb Beans at such an unheard
B u tte rfly V a ria tio n s
No effort spared to meet the f
the commoners and the peasants. The complaint of the public'is Great stretches of sun-scorched prairie
of low price. Due to a recent pur
Size, form and color of butterflies
CANNAL AND BITUMINOUS
fullest expectations of those who *
land
are
seen
on
one
hand,
but
turn
directed more against the high cost of specialist services and hos
chase, we are able to make this offer
engage my services.
I
around and you, see beautiful palms are strongly affected by time or place
of
birth.
This
finding
has
been
an
for a limited time only.
pital rates than against the family doctor’s charges.
and green gardens. The green coun
Harry S. Whitman, assistant., |
try is where the land is irrigated.— nounced in a bulletin of the Smith
Bell Rhone 320. *
; jjj‘
17c ASCO Fancy Green
---------------O------ -------sonian institution, based on an inten
Washington Star. ■
*
*
sive study by Austin H. Clark of the
**************************
M AK E E U R O P E PAY T H E IR D EBTS.
butterfly life of the Middle Atlantic
states. Clark found that several spe
B ouillon C ubes
America helped to make the world safe for Democracy, not
(Choice of large or small Beans)
1 The Institute of American Meat cies common in this part of the coun
Best Grades
alone by our direct participation in the World War, but also by iPackers says that meat is not concen try have two or more broods a yeah—
F ree— Special— Free
lending cash to the other countries. Had America left hands off of trated into bouillon cubes. Only a one emerging from the pupae in early
Stringless
^
cans
O
a second in midseason, and
For a Limited Time Only
European affairs, and had the Kaiser won, would England, France small part of the meat is soluble by spring,
the methods used in manufacturing possibly a third in summer. The indi
I
and Italy have dared to default to Germany?
Upon second beef extracts and bouillon cubes. The viduals of these broods differ so strik
Your opportunity to become better acquainted with these products.
thought was not a lot of this about “making the world safe for jdilute extracts are evaporated and ai(e ingly that only an expert would recog
50 Cent T ube of
finally sold in the paste or cube form. nize some of them as belonging to the
RAINEY*WOOD
I
Democracy” merely European propaganda designed, to make us pull When made into cubes, there may be same species.
9c NeW Crop, Large, Calif.
from 50 to 75 per cent salt in the cube.
their chestnuts out of the fire ?
Let us not fall for anymore European propaganda. If France This is necessary since the'extract
P ra irie C hickens W iped O ut
Itself is pasty and cannot be made
When the first white settlers ap
Bright, tender fruit of extra fancy quality at a special price.
• ONE G E NU IN E W IT H O U T T H IS S E A L
TO O TH PA STE
|
and Italy can pay, let them payv I f Belgium is broke, make it >dry. Liebig, who originated the ex
peared in Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas
tract,
said
that
it
took
34
pounds
of
L
p
l
l
i
l
easy. I f Great Britain is embarrassed, let us wait. If we would
ASCO Tom ato Juice Cocktail
26-oz bot 17c
meat to give one pound of extract. If the country “fairly swarmed with
and a
be worse off by accepting goods in payment, economists will be able all of the material in meat which is prairie chickens.” They were hunted
Chocolate Nonpareils
lb 17c, 3-lb box 49c
and
trapped,
their
nesting
places
were
to determine. Possibly it would prove a disadvantage to insist on [Soluble in hot water were extracted broken up by cultivation and they
20c A SC O Dutch
made into meat extract, it would
13c ASCO Tom ato
,
full payment. We don’t know.
But as to the possibility of and
W e w ill appreciate th e op*
take nearly thirty pounds of meat to were indiscriminately shot with highBoth
powered repeating firearms. A writer
portunity to supply your
America throwing the world into a financial chaos by collecting the give one pound of extract.
of the day says that it 'was no uncom
for
h eating need s.
Stimulating and nourishing.
A tasty condiment.
war debt due us from Europe— bunk.
mon sight to see a farmer come to
toyra with a sledbed filled with prairie
A n O ld F rie n d B ack
--------------- 0- ------------Your Choice of these B ig V alues
The professor had left his berth in chicken which he sold at a dollar a
' Make Your Boy pappy!
[the sleeper to find a drink of ice water dozen. They were exterminated ex
AUTO D R IV E R — LOOK A T Y O UR SELF.
med
cept
in
some
remote
sections
of
the
land was hopelessly lost in the middle
can
Get one today and make him
It is time the automobile driver took a good look at himself. of the aisle. It was about midnight. West.
promise
to keep his TEETH
C
ollegeville,
P
a.
Personal characteristics are as much to blame for our appalling !The train was speeding through the
CLEAN.
highway death rate as are incompetence and ignorance. The driver country.
Show n on th e M ap
“Don’t you remember the number of
Two little boys, age six and four,
This is the finest Antiseptic
who passes on hills and curves, who operates his car at excessive your berth?” asked the porter.
(
**************************
You can save Twenty-Five Cents on ,a dozen can purchase.
were looking at an' illustrated family
Tooth
Paste in the country.
“I’m—er—afraid
not,”
was
the
re
speeds, who hogs the road, who cuts in and out, is the driver who,
Bible. The older was endeavoring to
ply9c ASCO Partly Cooked
This is a Real Bargain.
no matter how great his skill, causes a large share of the 35,000
J. L. BECHTEL
“Well, haven’t you any idea where satisfy the inquisitiveness of the young
er by putting his own interpretation on
it
was?”
deaths each year.
cans
j mf
: "Why, oh, yes, to be sure.” The pro the various pictures.
Finally they came to the colored
One of the most necessary steps toward highway safety is more fessor brightened. “I did notice at
Enjoy this finely prepared kraut a t a specially
drastic supervision of youthful drivers— it has been found that one time this afternoon the windows Jnaps and the older one was somewhat
reduced price this week.
stumped,
but
said:
Collegeville, Pa.
drivers under 20 have a 39 per cent worse record than the average, looked out upon a little lake.”—Union ; “That .is a map.”
Pacific Magazine.
D
iplom
at
Chicken
N
oodle
Dinner
jar
29c
’ “What’s it for?” came the query.'
T h e C ollegeville Druggist
while those between 40 and 50 have a record 29 per cent better
41c D iplom at Boned Chicken
can 35c
“Why, that shows the way up to
Modern
Funeral
Home
for
than the average.
Automobiles should be periodically inspected
heaven,” was the brother’s reply.
5th Ave. and Reading Pike jjj
S elf-R eliance
Patrons
in the matter of brakes, steering, lights, etc. Examinations of
This is self-reliance—to repose calm
Collegeville, Pa.
*
*
applicants for drivers’ licenses should be .conducted with extreme ly on the thought Which is deepest in
Phone: 30
D ucks’ V aried D iet
P ‘.
*
our bosom; and be unmoved if the
“Puddle ducks” have such a varied
care. Sixty thousand deaths laid to the automobile in two years world will not accept it yet. To be
************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Large wrapped loaf.
Nineteen delicious slices.
lieve that what is truest in you is true diet that they will eat almost anything
is mute testimony to the need for quick and decisive action.
a mosquito to a dragon fly, from
for all; to abide by that, certain jthat, from
O valtine (The Swiss Food Beverage.) ’ can 39c, 75c
--------------- 0
while you stand firm, the world will a tadpole to a crawfish; or from a tiny
duckweed
to
a
hard-shelled
hickory
come round to you—that is independ
ASCO or Campbell’s Slow ly Cooked
T H E RA ILR O A D S V E R S U S T H E TR UC K S.
ence, It is not difficult to get away put. The latter object, unbelievable
ps it may seem, may be ground to bits
with
into
retirement,
and
there
live
upon
The transport problem is usually viewed from two distinct
can
iyour own convictions. But to enter in the gizzards of the larger species.
attitudes. One is that the railroads are being unfairly treated and into the world, and there live firmly The principal part of the diet consists,
Your choice of either famous brand. Tomato sauce added.
of vegetable matter derived
that all common carriers should be regulated as much alike as and fearlessly according to your own however,
from
an
immense
variety
of
aquatic
is Christian great
Flotilla W h ite F loating T oilet Soap 3 cakes 10c
possible. The other is that the railroads are a dying industry and conscience—that
iplants.
I
ness.—F. W. Robertson.

NOW
FOR YOU TO BUY!

I T ’S

t im e

The B ig Specials

O u tin g F la n n e l D re ss P ercales
c yd .
c yd.

Turkish Towels
c

Linen Towels
c

Clothes Baskets
69c each

Flat Crepes
79c

Warner’s

1 CHARLES J. FRANKS

. . the most delicious and
flavorful Beans you ever tasted

Lima Beans

COAL

B ean s i

OPPERS

j

2 *•15'

P runes

A s t r in g r O - S o l j

$1.00 Football

Catsup blp 10c

Cocoa c^nlb 15c

W. H. Gristock's Sons

9c &SCQ Beets
Cut Stringless Beans
9c Mixed Vegetables

Sauer Kraut

49c

25c

9 »* 1Q<

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

WINKLER

Bread
He Victor Sliced Cc
Supreme ■
Bread
^

Beans pork

that there is no point in cramping the style of progress by extend
ing strict regulation to their competitors.
We see trucks carrying merchandise and freight where, a few
years ago, the rails were supreme. We see buses ply the highways
loaded with passengers that once traveled by railroads. It’s easy to
believe the “dying industry” argument. The figures, howeve^
paint a different story. The railroads still carry almost all the
heavy tonnage of the country. T hey still move about 75 per cent
of all freight tonnage. No other medium has, arisen that shows
any sign of being able to take their place, particularly on long
hauls.
The problem, then, resolves into this : There is a place for
trucks, for pipe lines, for airplanes, for waterways— but that doesn’t
mean that the railroads have been replaced. The rails are and will
continue to be the backbone of the nation’s transport. That being
true, any sound program must guarantee them a fair deal and allo
cate to each carrier its most useful place in the transport scheme.
The railroads, however, have no one to blame but themselves
for their present condition. The high salaried railroad executives
should have applied themselves to the problem of keeping their
rolling stock in tune with the advance of modern transportation
needs, as the electric industry has done in its field, instead of the
pursuit of governmental favors.

5c

13c Quicksuds Soap Chips

big pkg 10c

&SC0 Coffee

lb 23c

33c—23c= 10c Saved. The: choice of millions.
3 cakes 5c Camay Soap & 2 large cakes P. & G. Soap for 20c
Chipso
small pkg 7c, 2 large pkgs 35c

Broken Slices

10c Luscious Sliced

Pineapple

Peaches

2

big 27c

cans « ■ ^
Specially priced this week.

3 “

25c

In rich, heavy syrup.

Fig and Bran
pkg 13c : Zo
Silver Dust (A Dish Towel FREE)

pkg 12c
2 pkgs 27c

ASCO Crushed Crosby or Golden Bantam

Sugar Corn
Congressman Joseph W, JJyrns
of Tenn., is a candidate for Speaker
of the House when Vice-president
elect Garner steps out on March 4,
The contest promises to be between
Byrns and Rainey of 111, both
Democratic leaders.-

3

29c

cans
Tender Corn with that “fresh-pulled” flavor.

The contest among Democrats
for Speakership of the House,
gives promise of much action be
fore March 4, Here is Congress
man Rainey of Illinois, whet
aspires to the seat

*

“Good Cheer” Certificates are on
Sale in A ll Our Stores— $1 and $2
May be used in Our Stores same as CASH for any
Assortment of Foods desired — - Good until used.
THESE BRICES EFFECTIVE
IN OUR COLLEGEVIEUE STORE

!
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THE

CLAM ER

is the only OIL BURNER that prevents cold air
from passing over heating surface of boiler g
between periods of operation.
(Patent applied for)
Saving in fuel up to 25% over burners without this improvement.
g )Installation made in any furnace,
in any weather in a few hours.
Get in touch with us, phone 107
The severest part of the winter
Collegeville, Pa., and have our
and the treachorous weather of
representative make a survey to
early spring are still ahead of
tell you the facts. It costs noth
you.
ing for this survey, and it will
Why battle along with old fash
clear up many misconceptions.
ioned unreliable coal heating?
Why put up with dirt, dust, la
You can figure your cost with
bor, responsibility and worry?
our burner the same as coal at
Why not have the assurance of
perfect peace of 'mind, that a re
$7.00 per ton.
liable automatic Clamer Burner
will bring.

Installed com plete
L ess Tank

OO

GEO. F. CLAMER
340=342=344 Main S treet, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
iii»

e ig h t c a u s e s p r o d u c e

72% OF ALL STATE DEATHS
The major causes of death in
Pennsylvania as revealed by the rec
ords in the Bureau of Vital Statistics,
State Department of Health, are eight
in number, and take so great a pro
portion of the lives lost each year,
thd); all other causes pale into insig
nificance.
These eight causes are responsible
for 72% of all the mortality in the
commonwealth. In the order of their
importance as “killers,” they may be
named as follows: Diseases of the
heart, with a record of 21 % of all
deaths, or more than one in each five.
Pneumonia and influenza, which to
gether take a toll amounting to 12 %
of the total deaths.
Cancer and

Brights Disease, each with a record, of
9%; Apoplexy and all accidents, each
of which is responsible for 7% of the
total; tuberculosis-, accounting for 5%
of the total mortality and diabetes,
which claims only 2%. These per
centages taken together make a total
of 72% of all deaths in the state.
Tuberculosis is now responsible for
only one death out of 20, while heart
disease has raised its toll to one out
of five, and continues to be more and
more active. Cancer, Brights Disease,
Apoplexy and Diabetes show a steady
upward trend, although they do not
move by such leaps and bounds as do
diseases of the heart.
The combined ravages of Brights
Disease, Apoplexy and Tuberculosis
almost exactly result in the same
number of deaths as are caused by

Q u a lity

tmmrHERE are a great many ways to do a job of printing; bi^t

111

quality printing is only done one way—THE BEST. We
do commercial printing of aU kinds in our Job Department
and we do it the QUALITY WAY at reasonable prices. Let us
help you plan your next printing job—name cards, business cards,
envelopes, billheads, letterheads, programs, tickets, posters, an
nouncements, folders, pamphlets or booklets. Typography and
quality of paper “make a difference.” Price estimates furnished.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING DEPARTMENT
Phone 2 4
C ollegeville, Pa.
JOIN the growing family of “The Independent” readers.
Spicy editorial comment on local and national topics; all
the local news stories; sports; a review of the Perkiomen
valley, county, state and general news; the Philadelphia market
report and a short story every week. You can not make a better 3cent investment. Phone us your news-—Collegeville 24. «Adver
tising in “The Independent” Pays—you read this adver.; the other
fellow will read yours!
a s

a n

m 4h

heart disease alone, while it is also re
sponsible for four times as much mor
tality as tuberculosis. And with the
passing years the death totals from
this “killer” continue to mount.
WEEKLY HEALTH TALK
“A number of years ago the news
papers gave prominence to the story
of a shipwrecked crew who died from
thirst without cause. It so happened
that while the wreck occurred on the
ocean it was upon th at particular part
of it into which the' fresh water of the
great Amazon river penetrated for
many miles. All that the men would
have had to do would have been to
dip down and drink. Their counter
parts are to be found in the many
thousands of persons who refuse, not
with the excellent excuse of ignorance
as iiu the case of the mariners, pro
perly and adequately to use the pure
air with which they are surrounded,”
states Doctor Theodore B. Appel, Sec
retary of Health.
“It can truthfully be said th at the
outdoor man in most instances is to
be envied. Naturally, however, the
average business man or housewife
can not spend eight hours daily in the
open air like such workers. On the
other hand, they certainly can take
time off habitually to get into the
open more than they usually do.
“Even so, the real
complaint
against the limited use of pure air
lies in the fact that when th e cool
days arrive the furnace gets going
and the outside air consequently
scarcely is given a chance during one’s
waking hours to go to work for one.
“Moreover, with the artificial heat
usually comes the winter coddling in
the form of excess indoor temperature
limited ’outdoor exercise and many
other forms of bodily pampering.
“Here are a few guiding rules: 1.
A half hour every day in the open,
preferably by way of walking; 2. A
maintained indoor temperature of not
less than 68 nor more than 72 de
grees; 3. Use of humidors Of sufficient
capacity to maintain proper mois
ture; 4. Cleansing the indoor air by
brief airing intervals; 5. Sleeping
with windows open, though not in a
draft.”

Cheerful, colorful Yuletide Electrical Decorations . . . outside your
home as well as inside . . . they'll add a lot to the general Christ
mas festivity! Decorate your shrubbery, portnies, trees, windows,
front d o o r . . . it doesn't cost much and will give you great pleasure.
Remember that a little ingenuity and planning often make for more
effective Christmas lighting than the expenditure of a lot of money.

See your electrical dealer or contractor for Christmas
decorative ideas . . . or stop in at any of our stores

P hiladelphia Electric Company
Tune in on WCAL7, Philadelphia
Electric Half Hour, everyTuesday
at 7.15 and Friday at 7.45 P. M.

=Bj Albert T. Reid

Right O n His Front Porch

Toggery and the simple Personality
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
of a Quaker Milkmaid had done noth
ing whatever but bring out a large QR, RUSSELL B. HUNSBERGER
blue Cannon and proceed to bump off
Friend Husband.
DENTIST
By the Beautiful Sea.

By GEORGE ADE
(©, Be« S y n d ic a te .)— W O T Service.

NCE there was a tall-browed
Sociologist, a Statistical Shark
and a card-index Hound who
wanted to find out why so
many Mortals wander from the
Straight and Narrow and run afoul of
the Law. Instead of investigating
the Miracle of Anyone complying with
All of the 8,000 harsh, restrictive
Measures passed by mushhead Legis
lators during the last Ten Years, he
elected to prepare a wise Magazine
Article and point out the particular
and definite Causes of Delinquency.
So he went to a Jail where a lot of
hardened Offenders were caged up
and proceeded to quiz them and get
their Life Histories and find out why
they had turned out to be Tough Nuts
instead of respected Rotarians.
In the first Call he came across a
rather good-looking Young Chap who
wore a Blue Sweater and was pulling
at a loud-smelling Fag and seemed
rather bored, not to say annoyed, to
find himself under such unpleasant
Duress.
“What have they got on you?” asked
the Scientific Researcher.
’“They say I’m a Stick-Up Guy and
Hijacker, but I’ve been Framed,” was
the courteous Reply. “Whenever any
thing rough is pulled the Bulls have to
hang it on to some Patsy with a
Record. I happened to come along
and they pinched me.”

B

Humble Beginnings.

The Big Reason.

LIGHT UP for CHRISTMAS!

lishing Low Rates for All Electric
Service

88

“I should like to inquire as to the
Circumstances leading up to your pres
ent unhappy Predicament,” said the
Investigator. “Tell me something
about your Environment during the
Formative Period.”
“I came of an Outfit that was hardboiled,” replied the Juvenile Crook.
“The Old Man was a Bar Fly and all
the Training I ever got from him was
to keep my Guard Up and duck Right
Hand Swings. Mother’s Conception
WISE AND OTHERWISE
of keeping House was to put Some
Three freshmen at Rutgers are liv thing on the Stove and let it boil for
ing on a 60-foot yacht, anchored in Hours and Hours while she read Love
the Raritan river, while attending the Stories to be continued in our Next
University.
As you know, a Woman who is keep
The ]University of Illinois band has ing Track of a dozen Serials dealing
received forty-two trunks containing with the Divine Passion and the Eter
the music of the late John Philip nal Triangle, cannot spare any Time
for her Family. We lived in a Dump
Sousa.
Farmer—“Hi, there! Can’t you see back of the Switch Yards. I did not
that sign, ‘No fishing on these see a Tree until I was Eight but I
grounds’?’” Rastus—“Colse I kin see owned a pair of trained- Dice when I
it; but I ain’t so ig’rant as ter fish on was Six. No one ever gave me any
no grounds. I’s fishin’ in de pond.”— Moral Guidance.
“My first definite Ambition was to
Boston Transcript.
kill a Copper. The Drag Net Got me
while I was 'in Grammar School and
I learned in the Police Court that I
was a .Gangster. Since then I have
been arrested every time I spit. Now
I’m booked for a Stretch just because
I went out for an Automobile Ride
with some Buddies who had sawed-off
Shotguns in the bottom of the Car, to
be used in Case they were interfered
with.”
“Exactly as I surmised,” said the
Visitor. ‘You are the Innocent Victim
of Heredity and Evil Influences. The
only Reason our Malefactors want to
Malefact is that they have been denied
access to the ethical Refinements of
Modern Civilization.”
The next Inmate to claim the At
tention of the Seeker after- Truth
needed only a Clean Shave and a
White Tie to make him look like the
Valedictorian at a first-rate Theo
logical Seminary. It seems that he
had been yanked up for Swindling,
Forgery and Kiting Checks. He
looked as honest as Henry Ford and
his Blue Eye was very candid and the
Investigator knew that here was a
Bird who would have gone Straight
If he had been given a Chance.

m

A Pioneer in Voluntarily Estab

Fable of the Cor
rupting Influences

The Researcher told her that his
Heart was bleeding because he could
see that she never should have been
incarcerated.
“Possibly yoU had to shoot because
he was brutal to the Children?” sug
gested the Visitor.
“One cannot have Children without
giving up One’s Afternoons,” was the
Reply. “Besides, we lived in an
Apartment.”
“Did he ever drag you around by
the Hair or put Black and Blue Marks
on your Arms?”
“I can’t be sure until I talk to my
Lawyer again. He is working on my
Story and says that if we get an emo’tional Jury of confirmed Bachelors I
will be acquitted on the First Ballot.
They had no Business locking me up
at all. This Gink that I was hooked
up with wore striped shirts and had
a fierce line of Low Comedy and I just
had to kill him.”
“Probably you acquired a Streak
of Lawlessness because you were per
mitted to run wild during your Girl
hood,” suggested the Psyocho-Analyst.
“Say, I am and always have been
a Perfect Lady. I spent four years
in a Finishing School and if you don’t
think I am the Class for Poise, Polite
ness and Pronunciation, come over to
the Criminal Court next Week and
watch me on the Witness Stand. I
will make a Humming Bird seem loud
and uncouth.”
The Investigator retired to a Cor
ner and looked Over his Notes and be
gan to feel dizzy in the Head. He,
didn’t like to-quit cold on any of his
beautiful Theories so he approached
another Cell and accosted a middleaged Prisoner of serious Mien and
noble Countenance.
“How come?” asked the Expert.
“They seem to be almost sure that
I am guilty of Bigamy,? was the Re?
ply. “Up to Date they have found
Emma, Louisa, and Marcella. I am
sitting here and hoping that Luella,
Genevieve, Therese and Natalie do not
happen to see my picture in the Paper.
If too many show up the Case 'will
begin to look dark.”
“I suppose you went off your Bean
about Wimmen because you were such
a licentious Rake in your early Man
hood?”.
“From 1892 to 1917 I was Keeper
of a Light-House which rose abruptly
from the Sea about six miles from the
Mainland,” replied the Prisoner. “Dur
ing all these Years I read Books sent
to me by pious Relatives. So you see,
I am not to Blame.”
The Magazine Writer changed bis
Plans and instead or doing a Piece
which accounted for increased Law
lessness he prepared an Article, with
Sketches, showing how Any One who
has a File and a Pair of Pliers can
make his own Radio Set.
MORAL: When the Germs begin
floating around, no one can tell where
they will light.

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. X-Ray Examinations. Gas Administered. Office Hours:
9 to 5, daily. Wednesdays 9 to 12.
Phone—-141.

DR FRANK BRANDRETH
DENTIST

JHO MAS HALLMAN

Attorney=at=Law
515 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence, next door to National
Bank, Collegeville, every evening.

R OBERT TRUCKSESS
Attorney=at=Law
519 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
431; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-R-2.
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Shop
Early
and Buy
Christmas
S e a ls

P o l e y

S P E C I A L S
\ N. B. C. Cake Special !
Brow n E dge W afers ................................................ lb 26c
Priscilla Butter Cookies ....................................... pkg 17c
Snow Flake W a fe r s ............................................... pkg 17c
2 lb pkg M ixed F r u it ...................................................... 30c

3 lbs Prunes, large and m eaty ........... , .................. ...2 5 c
1 lb pkg A p r ic o ts ............................... ;................ ............ 19c
1 lb pkg Dried Peaches ................................................ 15c

locPkf Mother’s Oatmeal
E g g s from nearby farms

GRATERFORD, PA.
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.

Clover Bloom B u tte r .......
Land o’ Lakes Butter .....
Landes Creamery Butter

doz 45c
lb 34c
lb 37c
lb 40c

General Contracting and Con*
crete C onstruction
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
JJLMER S. POLEY

Contractor and Builder
TRAPPE PA.
Established 1895.
Phone 22-R-2
Office calls preferred after 6 p. m. Es
timates furnished.
2|28|lyr
J

Chase and Sanborn Coffee ..................................... lb 35c
and 1 pkg R oyal Gelatine

R oyal Gelatine .................................................. 3 pkgs 25c
and l pkg Vanilla Pudding ............... ................... 01 c

Total
F in est Q u ality M eats

General Carpentering
AND REPAIR WORK
Phone 63-R-5 COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
2|27|6m.
J3LWOOD L. HOFMASTER

TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING *
HEATERS AND RANGES
SECOND AVENUE,
COLLEGEVILLE,
Pa. Bell Phone. All work guaranteed.

—— •
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JOHN* F. TYSON

SLATING AND TINROOFING
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, P A Work
Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
Phone 4-R-ll.
l|21|iyr.
p

S. KOONS

S later and Roofer
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished.
Work
contracted at lowest prices.
GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
PLUMBING AND HEATING
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

Plumbing, Heating and
E lectric W iring Installed
Seventeen years experience.
381 Main street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone: 266-R-2;
JjARR Y M. PRICE '

Painter and Paper-hanger
College Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Es
timates and samples furnished. Good
Work, right prices.
WILLIAM Me ANDES

P ainting and Paper-hanging
TRAPPE, PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
free.
2tl7|lyr
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Residence—Cor. Ridge 4pike and Clear
field avenue, Trooper. P. O. address—-R.
D. 1, Norristown, Pa.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com
mission.

**************************
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W atch and Clock

|

Repairing

I
* ,
*
sit
J

H eavy End Pork L o i n ......................... ............. lb
Center Cuts Pork L o i n ........
.............. ■;! lb
Fresh Ham, w h ole or shank half .... .................. lb
March’s Scrapple ......................................
3 lbs for
H am burg Steak ...................................... ................. lb
Chuck Roast ...........................
................. lb
Bolar R oast ..............
.................. lb
B oneless P o t R o a s t .............
.................. lb
Standing Rib R oast ........................
.................. lb
Sw eet and Tender Rump Steak ..... .................. lb
Lebanon and Alderfer’s Bologna ...... ...............*4-lb
Arm our’s Sliced Bacon
........ 2 pkgs

Juicy Florida O ranges
...................doz 29c and 35c
Tangerines, Grapefruit, P eas, String Beans, Cauli
flower, Turnips, and Etc.

The Corner Store
Phone 2

Fifth & Main Sts.
COLLEGEVILLE
N O T IC E !
10 Per Cent. Reduction

The most correctly fitted lenses
worn by humankind were pre
scribed by

OPTOMETRISTS
The most accurately adjusted
and comfortable frames were
likewise supplied by optomet
rists, men who have made

Optics their Study ;
And have so thoroughly mas
tered the laws of light and
sight that

The Board of Managers of Perki
omen Valley Mutual Fire Insurance
Co., Collegeville, Penna., recognizing
the value of properly constructed
lightning rods, has taken the follow
ing action: To.make a reduction of
10 per cent, in the cost of assessment
insurance to buildings that are pro
perly rodded. This reduction to apply
to insurances and assessments dated
on and after January 1st, 1933.
B. W. DAMBLY, Secretary.

N o E ye N eed N ow
Suffer

JO H N A. Z A H N D
Plum bing & H eating

From any lack that the Bes£
Lenses can supply.
This expert, painstaking ser
vice is yours at

HAUSSMANN & CO.
Optometrists and Opticians
726 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Examination Hours
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
Monday evenings until 9 .

Residence: Evansburg^Pa.
P. O. Address, Collegeville, R. T>. 1
Phone: Collegeville 255-R-2
* * -* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -* * * * * *
*
*
*
A. B. PARKER & BRO.

O ptom etrists

|

206 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.

?

All the Facts
about
the

NEW
O n the modem farm, a

TELEPHONE
is a profitable investment. It
saves time and trouble in buy,
ing farm and family needs. It
brings orders for farm produce
and news of market conditions.
The more you use it, the more
it proves its value!

BUSINESS

F ORD
V=8
Step in for com plete details of this great new
car that gives you everything you can want
in an autom obile.
Prices so attractive that there w ill soon be a
long w aiting list. Orders now taken, deliverie s m ade in rotation.

O FffCE

ma

H

ANO S E R V I C E

.'in

M
Another thing that encourages
dreaming is to have the boss step out.
—San Francisco Chronicle.
Some of us are noted, says he, but
most of us are promissory noted.—
Toronto Telegram-

LANDES MOTOR CO.
Yerkes

i

***************************

—
8 Glenwood Avenue,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

*■ » * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * » * » » * » * » «

* m t«

Colonel Roscoe Turner, who set
new East to West flying record of
12 hrs., 33 mins., New York to Los
Angeles. The former record of
14 hrs., 50 mins., was made by
■Captain Frank Hawks.

15c
23 c
15c
25c
20c
19c
25c
20c
29c
32c
15c
25c

I. F. HATFIELD

low . . . G all or write the

I I ,

26c

S. UNDERCOFFLER

tR u ral telephone rates are

if®

FREE

H anover June P eas .................................. 2 cans for 25c
F estive Crushed or Shoe P eg Corn...:.. 2 cans for 25c

^LVIN S. BUTLER

A new kind of wail paper which
warms the rooms in which it' is used
has passed successfully through a se
ries of tests. It was fitted to the ceil
ings of some of the cabins in the Ca
nadian Pacific railway’s liner Duchess
of Richmond. Occupiers of the cab
ins found that in the\coldest weather
they were able to keep them at a
pleasant temperature.
The wall or ceiling covering, which
is a British invention, is constructed
rather on the lines of the suits worn
by airmen in very cold weather or
when they contemplate ascents to
great heights. Into the fabric of
which this clothing Is, made is woven
a network of fine wires through which
an electric current is passed. The
current heats the wires and warms
the wearer.
These new wall and ceiling papers
are constructed of thin insulating ma
terial in which wires are embedded in
such a way that they are invisible. By
connecting the wires to the electric
mains the walls and ceiling can be
made to give out a gentle and pleasant
heat.—London "Tit-Bits.

........... 17 c
2 for 15c

Jj W. BROWN

H i

Shoppinq Days
til Christm as

&

H, C. SHALLCROSS
Contractor and Builder

N e w East-West Record

i

e a g le

This Thursday, Friday and Saturday

ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry
at honest prices.

F u tu re Houses M ay Be
W arm ed by W all P a p e r

“Was your Male Parent a Soak or
did he just go on a Bat once in a
While?” asked the Student of Crim
inology.
“Father never put his Nose into
anything harder than Buttermilk,”
was the Reply. “He had Side-Whis
kers hanging straight down, passed
the Contribution Basket and is said
E a rly E g y p tian R uler* /
to have been the first Reformer to hit
The Hyksos were, according to the
upon that Happy Expedient known as
Egyptian annals, a conquering no
the Eighteenth Amendment.”
“Then we must hang it all on your madic race from the East, Who, under
mother. To what kind of Frivolity Salatis, their first king, took Memphis
was she addicted that she should have and rendered the whole of Egypt trib
failed to keep Tab on the Offspring?” utary. Their name probably means
“You are not guessing well today. foreign kings, the explanation shep
The dear old Mater lectured to Clubs herd kings, being of later origin. The
on the Training of Youth. She came date of their invasion and conquest
of a Massachusetts Family which was about 1700 B. C. The seat of
smelled of Harvard for over a Cen their rule was the strongly garrisoned
tury. She and Dad were the intel fortress of Avaris, on the northeast
lectual Arc Lamps of the Town in border of the Delta. They followed
which I was coached for the Ministry. .Egyptian customs, and their six monThey had me tutored so that I would archs took Egyptian names. It seems
not come in contact with the Foreign likely also that a great part of Syria
Spawn in the Public Schools. I was was subject to them. The only de
the Prize Exhibit of our Sunday tailed account of them by any ancient
School and sat in the Lap of every waiter is an Unreliable passage of a
Prominent Lady in our State. It took lost work of Manetho, cited by Jothem two Years to pick out a College^ -sephus in his rejoinder to Apion.
good enough for me. I could show
Love
you my Phi Beta Kappa badge if I
The greatest thing in the world. It
hadn’t hocked it in Omaha.
“If you were given the Advantage Is the cornerstone of happiness. Loy
of every sweet and uplifting Influ alty goes with it. It enfolds the cra
ence, I am at a Loss to understand why dle with, protecting arms; It shelters
you turned out to be a Hotel Beat and the old; it gives courage and strength
floated Phoney Paper and now have to the breadwinner; and enables the
tir£d mother to sing. The love from
seven or eight Aliases.”
It
“If you won’t let it go any further, mother’s heart is wonderful.
I will put you Hep,” said the Pris reaches out to her offspring without
limit. It conceives its objection in in
oner. “I needed the Money.”
When the Investigator tackled the nocence and endures to the end. The
next Case he was somewhat dazed. binding between mother and child is
Imagine his Surprise when the War the source of love. It gives perfection
den told him that the Maiden with the to ; haman endeavor, because we like
pensive Smile, the neat but, elegant that which we love.—Exchange.

a
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Collegeville

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

NEWS FROM OAKS
,

(Continued from page 1)

RAMBLING AT RANDOM
(Continued from page 1)

vision often is not possible. Eight of
the thirty-seven victims diedi of brok
en necks; six from head injuries
other than fractured skulls which
took five more lives.

At a largely attended two-day an
The high festival of Christmas will
nual meeting of the Inter-State Milk
be celebrated in Augustus Lutheran
Producers’ Association, held at the
church with these services: Sunday,
Elks Hotel, Philadelphia, on Tuesday
Decejnber 18 a t 10.15 a. m. the choir
and Wednesday of last week every
will sing the cantata, “The Babe rof
GIVE YOURSELF A
effort to persuade the Inter-State Milk
Bethlehem”—B. Hamblen. The Sun
Five different hunting parties each Producers’ Association to overthrow
PLEASANT SURPRISE
day school will render its annual fes starting from a different point were its present price arrangement with
“This neat little apron is sent to you, tival service on Christmas eve, De hunting bear one day recently
dairies failed. Officials of the associa
IT CAN EASILY BE DONE
cember, 24, i t 7.30 o’clock. This ser North Carolina: As the day wore on, tion declared th at the hostile resolu
And this is what we wish you’d do:
vice
will
present
the
Christmas
each
party
found:
a
bear
and
each
The little pocket you plainly see,
tions originated in almost every case
JO IN O U R
For a special purpose is meant to be; thought in word and song and the bear made his own dash for a certain with members who had never before
presentation
of
the
pageant
“The
cove in the North Carolina hills. All attended sessions of the Inter-State
Now measure your waist line inch by
Crowning Spirit.” Matins will be might have gone well but the five bears association. Many of them had come.,
inch,
And see that the measure does not sung on Christmas morning at 8.15 and the five hunting parties all met to the meeting with proxies, and all
o’clock. Sunday school, 9 o’clock and at the same cove at the same time. efforts to deny them entrance had
It Is Still Open
pinch;
Confusion reigned.
The hunters failed.
For each small inch your measure the service a t 9.45 a. m.
dared not shoot for fear of killing • “The good dairyman has nothing to
Make little weekly payments
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
around,
one of so many dogs. The dogs were
during the year, forget all about
In the pocket put a penny, sound.
The Thank Offering service con somewhat confused by the sight of so object to in the new arrangements,”
what you are to get. - We will
The game is fair, you will admit
Robert Brintori, of Chester county,
ducted by the Missionary Societies of
give you the surprise in the form
You waist your money, we pocket it, St. Luke’s Reformed church was held many bears. But the bears working treasurer of the body, said. “Dr.
of a check in early December for
Then bring it to church at the hour Sunday evening. A very interesting like clockwork, streaked out across King’s agreement was designed to give
all you have paid in, increased
of eight,
■- and inspiring program was presented. the mountain, before guns could be the efficient farm er the advantage. The
by interest.
The 7th of December, remember the The president of the missionary so brought into action, all had escaped price in this section is better than in
date;
, ciety, Mrs. John C,. Klauder presided. leaving some sixty dogs and seventy- any other part of the country, with
There will be eriough checks for
There’ll be a program, and lots of A well rendered drama in four, acts five huntsmen pretty much disgrunt the exception of the area about Wash
everybody, so come one, come all!
led
over
the
entire
affair.
cheer
ington, D. C.”
entitled, “Kindles A Fire” was pre
And a very good time, you need not sented by the Dramatic Club of the
At the close of the meeting on Wed
fore•Arthur
Brisbane,
America’s
fear,
Pennepacker Home and School Lea most editorial writer says:
nesday, Dr. Joseph H. Willits, of the
While the money your pockets so free gue under the direction of Miss Cecyl
“Two men on foot walk the high University of Pennsylvania, said:
Walters. The cast included: Evelyn
ly pay
“In the effort of every one to
For the debt will be used in the wis Bechtel, Kathryn Pennepacker, James way before you, each carrying a blan- stretch out the dollar it was inevitable
ketroll
on
his
back,
and
An
it
every
est way.”
Undercuffler, Caroline Hillier, Pauline
thing he owns on earth, except the that prices should come down. Al
There will be baskets, jewelry, Walters, Alma Poley, Audrey Poley, clothes that cover him. And those two though farm prices have dropped low
aprons and Christmas novelties for Arlene Poley and Helen Smull. The men walking the road have rio apart er than prices for other products and
four phase thank offering service was
houses, with, mortgages on them every possible effort should be made
sale.
rendered by Miss Evelyn Landis, read ment
to overcome this discrepancy, the re
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Charles er; a chorus of-the Girls Guild with taller than the apartments, no bank cent cut in the price of milk will prove
Edleman entertained the . following impersonations by Misses Ruth Wood, loans always coming due, no payrolls beneficial to the milk producer and
-guests: Mr. and Mrs. Abram Jones Catharirie Gotwals, Sara Helen Key to meet, no wondering about today’s dealer as well as the consumer.”
and family from Black Rock road, ser and Frances McHarg and a solo tifcker news, or tomorrow’s message
All officers of the association were
Miss Mary Davis from Philadelphia,
Miriam Landis. The exercise, “How from the broker. They represent the re-elected at the meeting of the board
Mrs. Joseph E. Lofman, Drexel Hill, Much Are You Thankful ?” was led by only real freedom, absence of posses of directors. They are:' H. D. AlleMr. and Mrs. John McCarraher of Miss May Pearson. Members of the sion, as they stride along. Prosper baeh, Trappe, president; Frederick
ous man is a turtle, who spends his
Phoenixville, Mr. and Mrs. Robert mission band sang.
life building around him a heavy Shangle, Mercer county, vice presi
Sanderson and Mrs. Harry Kreamer
The Missionary committee of the shell of property under which he dent; Robert F. Brinton, Chester
a ir of Philadelphia.
county,, treasurer; F. M. Thwing,
Men’s League- will have charge of the must always crawl.” 1
Mrs. Warren Bright, of Reading service on Sunday evening, December
Bucks county, assistant treasurer; I.
T h e O pening of
spent Friday with her daughter and
Ralph Zollers, Trappe, secretary, and
at 7.30 o’clock. Talks will be giv
The
writer,
never
having
partici
sdn-in-law, Mr. arid Mrs. Howard Mc en by Louis P. Maier on “Rescue
pated in the sport of deer hunting, August A. Miller, Delaware county,
Farland.
Work,” and by John C. Klauder on will leave it to William Burns of assistant secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Ashenfel- The Task Today.” Special music will the Stroudsburg Sun to editorialize
The- following directors were re
ter entertained on Sunday Mr. and be furnished.
elected: H. D. Allebach, of Trappe;
on the subject as follows:
Mrs. A. Klein and Mrs. Ruth Sharp
S. K. Andres, Dorchester County, Md.;
Regular morning worship in St.
“Deei» hunting is a sport and it is
C H A R L E S H . F R Y , Proprietor
from Prospect Park.
Luke’s church at 10.05 o’clock. The the sport, not the possible food-value Ira J. Book, Lancaster County; Rob
Mrs. Rooney, who had been spend pastor will preach on “Why Christ of the kill, which attracts so many ert F. Brinton, Chester County; E. H.
ing several days with Mrs. M&ry Still, ianity.” Young Peoples meeting at persons to the woods dui^ng the deer, Donovan, Kent County, Delaware; Al
In the Scheuren Building
returned to her home in Malvern, on 45 p. m. Sunday school a t 9 a. m. season. There is a charm about the bert Sarig, Berks County; F. P. Will
its, Delaware County; B. H. Welty,
. short talk by a native of China.
Friday.
winter woods far different than that Franklin County.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McFarland Evangelical Congregational Church of the same woods in summer.
321 M ain Street, C ollegeville, Pa.
W, H. Cook, New Castle, Del., Wil
who have lived in the Knights of Gold
“The element of danger—cold, a liam Mandenhall, Chester, and Fred
Preaching service in the Evangeli
en Eagle Hall on Montgomery avenue cal Congregational church, December charging bear, loss of the sense of
for nine years have leased the Frank 11, at 10 a. m. Sunday school at 9 a. direction—and the strenuous nature Bleiler, Lehigh, were elected as ad
Benhem property along Egypt road m. C. E. Society, 7.30 o’clock. Every of the sport are no little factors in ditional members of the board under
a recently approved amendment to the
and expect to move about December body cordially invited.
making deer hunting popular. The by-laws.
15th. C. M. Weaver has rented the
W ith a com plete line of D rugs, P atent M edicines,
difficulty of bagging deer is not in
Particular interest centered about
house where the McFarland’s have
considerable—the sport is more than the candidacies of H. D. Allebach and
H ospital Supplies, etc. '
lived and they also expect to occupy Grange M eeting at Sanatoga just taking a good rifle and shooting
Robert F. Brinton as they were the
their new home about the same time.
straight. The man who gets his deer only two officials of the Association
Montgomery County
P o m o n a without effort is just one fortunate
Mrs. Kate Pedrich returned to her
Soda Fountain and Luncheonette.
whose terms as directors expired with
home in Philadelphia after a few days Grange was the guest of Sanatoga individual—the majority work and Tuesday’s meeting.
visit with her sister, Mrs. Harry Grange, December 1, 1932, in their work hard to get them.
The Association has some 23,000
Prescriptions filled by a registered pharmacist.
new home at Sanatoga.
Grosscup.
“For this reason it is generally the
The weather was delightful and the case that the man who actually hunts members, the majority of whom voted
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Seip and chil
by proxy. Nearly 1,000 delegates
dren from Merchantsville, N. J., spent attendance was very good, there be for meat is found/in the farmlands, were in attendance and voted in per
ing
about
120 present from all parts along the river. The sportsman pre
the week-end with Mrs. Seip’s par of the’county and a few from Berks
son.
fers to hunt the deeper woods, where
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John I. Bechtel.
and Bucks counties.
deer are less plentiful and more wild,
CM
O pening On or A bout
Franklin Price, who had been in
The reports of the subordinate
FOB. SALE—Home baked Fruit Cake,
the upper part of the state with Dr, Granges Showed some increase in because in hunting them there he ob the best made, 50 cents per pound. MRS.
Miller of Collegeville on a gunning membership. Mr, Henry Botsford was tains that strenuous sport, th at ex ALLAN GRATER, 14 Main street, Trappe.
S A T U R D A Y , D E C E M B E R 17, 1932
11-24-3t I
trip shot a nine pronged buck the sec- elected a member of the Executive ercise of, the faculties which he
craves.
* ond day out. Lucky for Frank! I t was committee for three years and Robert
FOB SALE—First grade Lehigh pota
his second time hunting deer too. It is McPherson was elected for two years, : “Naturally, added to hunting as toes. Also the best coal direct from the I
mines.
Weight and quality guaranteed.
reported Lees Yeager, who was out Mr. O. D. Bechtel was elected a mem such is the fun of the cabin gather A. L , OBERHOLTZER,
Rahrts, Pa. Phone
ings,
the
tales
the
boys
tell
as
they
28-R-4
Collegeville10-6-tf
gunning with another crowd of fellows ber of the Finance Committee for
toast
their
toes
about
a
pineknot
fire
brought'home a nice buck also. J three years.
TIMELY 'PRODUCTS—Insure
your ]
after a hard day* afield, driving the
* Herbert Stirley was another of the
also of all such‘ premises fronting upon
wheat against further shrinkage by fly
~~
AN ORDINANCE
The
Legislative
Committee
pre
herd
through
a
swamp
or
standing
fortunate gunners.
the other side of the street, and part of
destruction.' One can C-bisulphide will
sented
five
fesolutions.
Each
resolu
Opening
and
establishing
Chestnut
statuesque
and
cold-stiffened
on
the
which
are directly opposite the premises
treat
70
bu.
Cost
50c.
Fly
spray
guarant
John Gottwals spent 1Monday in
eed active for 10 hours, Money refunded Street' Extended in the Borough of Col fi*om which consents are above required,
tion
was
read
and
explained
by
the
runs.
'The
associations
formed
in
the
legeville, Montgomery County, Pennsyl and provided further that the Borough
Philadelphia on business.
if not satisfied.
vania.
Council shall after public hearing so or
COLLEGEVILLE MILLSMrs. Mary Francis entertained the chairman, MrS. Just. They are as deer woods are numerous and last
Be it enacted and ordained by the Bur der:
following callers on Sunday: Mr. and follows: to refund or eliminate the tax ing.
In case of a corner premises consents
gess
and
Town
Council
of
the
Borough
of
The Would-be politicians are con
Mrs. Enos Deery, Mr. and Mrs. Ar on gasoline used in tractors and trucks
FOB BENT—A seven-room house, cor Collegeville, in Town Council assembled, shall be required from both street frontused
for
agricultural
purposes;
to
op
siderably perturbed these days over ner of Fourth avenue and Chestnut streets, arid it is hereby enacted and ordained b y Iages.
thur Van Shant and Mr. and Mrs
Collegeville.
All modern conveniences. the authority of the same:
Section 6. The general agent, builder!
Francis Deery and family all from pose the plans of the State Supt. of the naming of President-elect Roose Reasonable rental; Apply next door, to Section 1. That a public street be open contractor, owner or tenant or other per
Scjiools,
for
further
centraliza
velt’s
possible
cabinet
appointees,
and
Jacob
H.
Bolton.
ll-24-3t
ed
in
the
said
Borough
of
Collegeville,
the
son who commits, takes part or assists in
Fort Washington and A. H. Francis
centre line of which BEGINS at a point; in any violation of this ordinance or who
tion of school affairs; to relieve the picking of local Democratic post
from Collegeville.
the centre line of Second Avenue, (40 feet maintain any building or premises in
Miss Gladys Stirley spent Sunday milk producers from certain onerous master possibilities. Your guess is
WANTED—Washing and ironing to do wide) said point being 911.6 feet measured which any violation of this ordinance shall
Southwesterly direction along the exist shall for each and every violation he
at home. Call at 21 Eighth avenue, Col
with her brother, Mr. and Mrs. J. Her restrictions; to reorganize the farm probably as good as the next fellows. legeville,
Pa.
10-8-3t centre line of said Second Avenue from liable to imprisonment for a period not
loan banks along lines more helpful to
the intersection with the oentre line of exceeding thirty days or to a fine not ex
bert Stirley of Upper Oaks.
Main Street (54 feet wide) tjjence con ceeding two hundred dollars ($200.00) or
Mr. and Mrs. E. Grant Keyser the farmers; to approve the Safety “What have you done,” St. Peter
tinuing from said point of intersection, by
Each day that a 1violation is per
asked,
Responsibility bill endorsed by our
CIDER MAKING at Areola Tuesdays running South 81 degrees 6 minutes East both.
spent Monday in Philadelphia.
mitted to exist shall constitute a separate
and Thursdays. Jugs, barrels and' fresh 45b feet, more or less, thence continuing offense.
“That I should admit you here?”
motor clubs. The first four resolu
,
81 degrees 51 minutes East 345 feet,
tions were approved unanimously, but “I ran .-/the paper,” the reporter said, cider for sale. I. P. WILLIAMS. ll-17-2t South
Section 7. The applicant for each and
more or leak, to a point in the Northwest every permit applied for under the pro
ARNWlNE CONFESSION FALSE the fifth, after much discussion was
“While the editor was on his ear.”
bank of Perkiomen creek.
visions of this ordinance shall pay, at the
Section 2. That said street Shall be
referred back to the committee for
HINTED BY NEW CLUES
STOCKHOLDERS ANNUAL MEETING opened so that the lines on both sides of time said application is made, a fee of
Dollars ($2.00) which said sum shall
St.
Peter
pityingly
shook
his
,heaci
further study.
The annual meeting of the stockholders said street shall he parallel with the Tworefunded
in case said permit shall be
That Charles Arnwine’s “confes
of the CoMegevilie National Bank,/ Col centre line described in Section 1, and be
And gravely touched a bell;
During the lecturers hour there
refused.
Pa.: for the election of directors shall be twenty feet from either side of
sion” of killing his child-sweetheart in were brief addresses by Mr. Murphy “Come in, poor thing, and select your legeville,
Section , 8. This ordinance shall be en
and the transaction of any other business said centre line, so that the street shall forced
by the Burgess, or any Justice of
a suicide pact is a carefully calculated of Center Square; Mr. Ruth, Pomona
that may come before the meeting, will be be of a uniform width throughout of forty the Peace
harp. of said Borough.
held in the Director’s Room on Tuesday feet.
lie from beginning to end is the new Master of Berks County; Mr. Gross,
Section
9. All ordinances or parts of
You’ve had your share of h —.”
the tenth day of January, 1933, between
Section 3. The said street shall here ordinances inconsistent herewith
are
est theory on which the Bucks county State Deputy for this district and Mr.
10 A. M. and 12 Noon.
after be known and designated by the hereby repealed.
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
police are working, in the investiga Hunsberger, both of Bucks Co. The
name, style and title of "Chestnut Street
Section 10. This ordinance shall take
Extended.”
tion into the murder of Frances other features of the program were CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORER
effect upon its passage, and due adver
Adopted this 2nd day of December, A. tisement.
Rempfer.
GOES
TO
PHILIPPINES
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Amy Ash D.,' 1932.
given by ten members of Sanatoga in
Enacted by Town Council this 2nd day
enfelter, iate of Upper Providence, Mont
It is positively stated by Stacy costume. These features consisted of
CALVIN D, YOST, President of Council of December, A. D., 1932.
Miss Minnie K. Schultz, daughter gomery County, deceased.
HORACE L. SAYLOR, Secretary
CALVIN D. YOST, President of Council
Brown, Newtown undertaker who songs, jokes, and playlets of a hum
Letters
testamentary
on
the
above
es
December 5th, A. D.,;1932, the foregoing ATTEST;
prepared the girl’s body for burial orous nature, all of whieh were much of Mr. and Mrs. Miltori K. Schultz, of tate having been granted to the under Ordinance is hereby approved,
HORACE
L. SAYLOR, Clerk of Council
Palm,
left
for
the
island
of
Mindano,
signed, - all persons indebted to said es
THOMAS HALLMAN, Burgess.
and who speaks with authority in the appreciated by the audience.
Approved by the Burgess of CollegeVille
tate are requested to make immediate pay
in
the
Philippines,
beginning
of
this
this
5th
day
of December, A. D., 1932.
case, that the fifteen-year-old school
ment, and those having legal claims, to
This is the first time that Pomona
THOMAS HALLMAN, Burgess.
present the same without delay to HOR
AN ORDINANCE
girl had not been dead more than sev met in this well-equipped and com week.
12-8-3t
After a trip across the continent ACE ASHENFELTER, Executor, Royers- Establishing a non-residence *and resi
eral days when she was found in
ford. Pa., R. F. D., or his Attorney
fortable hall. Sanatoga Grange is to its* north-western boarder,- she will THUS.
dential building district, prohibiting the
HALLMAN, Norristown, Pa.
woods near her home on November justly proud of this new home and
ll-3-6t use of premises in residential districts for
26. Her confessed killer says he slew they have also good reason to be proud set sail across the wide waters of the
business and industrial purposes, .regulat
Pacific to this island almost on the
ing the issuance of permits for buildings
the girl on November 13.
of the splendid manner in which they opposite side of the earth, where slje Pennsylvania Department of Highways, therein and prescribing penalties for vio
Authorities further have reason to entertained the large and appreciative
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
lation
thereof.
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On Wednesday evening, December
St.
Paul’s Church will hold an “Apron
Social,” in the Sunday school room of
the church. Invitations-and aprons
with this neat verse are being cir
culated through the village.
7 , the Girls Friendly Society of

Christmas Club

Collegeville National Bank

ANNOUNCING

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY

Freeland •House

FLOfilST

SUITS AND O’COATS THAT
SPELL ECONOMY FOR CHRISTMAS
and at a price that w ill please the parents. These
suits and overcoats are durable and dressy. The
style is sm art and the quality and workm anship is so •
fine, that they w ill w ithstand an unusual am ount of
strenous wear. Remarkable values at

$7.95

$9.95

$14.95

Sizes 8 to 18

Reversible Tweederoy
Lumberjacks

$2.95

Sizes 8»to 18

Cocoa shade genuine suede
leather zipper jacks

$4.95

Sizes 12 to 18

•n u t n i i

111•111i 11111>h H111

W

X WHERE SERVICE I S
J
PER SO N A LI ZE D -

P H O N E ;

FRENCH

Dry Cleaning:
SUITS
DRESSES
O’COATS
Phone 125-R-3

75cl l

P O T T S T O W N , PA.

G R E A T B A R G A IN S
W ALL PAPER
1500 Room Lots
8-10-.12 Single Rolls and Border
50c per single lot and up
Roof Coating, $1.69 in 5 Gal. lots

JO S. S A N D L E R

Collegeville
Cleaners and Dyers

330 Cherry St., Norristown, Pa.
One Block Above Main St.
OPEN EVENINGS
# -* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Notice to the Public!
T h is w ill advise that th e Orchard G allstone man has
been called to the far W est on a business proposition in
reference to Orchard, and until his return E ast, w ill cur
tail m edical inform ation in reference to health.
F or Orchard, call at the
W IN K L E R D R U G ST O R E , C ollegeville, Pa.
JA C O B K. N IC E , N orristow n, Pa.
E D N A L. and R U T H E. P F A U , P hoenixville, Pa.

G. H. CLEMMER
JEWELER — CURREN ARCADE, NORRISTOWN

p e n

AN D P E N C IL
SET-S

A g ift that is asecl more
than any other. Guaran
teed to perform for the
owners‘lifetime.
JEWELRY — WATCHES — CLOCKS — SILVER

HUNTERS’ SPECIALS
300 S A V A G E 99 Featherw eight
S P E C IA L $32.50

Reg. $45.00

20 Guage D A V IS D ouble Barrel

R eg, $23.50

S P E C IA L $15.00
H U N T IN G C O A T S
$ 5.00 Coats for...... $3.65
6.00 Coats for...... 4.00
7.00 Coats for...... 5.00

$1.50 Jones Pattern reversible w aterproof caps
50 Cents

Shells == 60 c .perboxandup*
We sell shells cheaper than aily other sporting goods store in
Montgomery County.,
'
~

B ig discounts on high pow er R I F L E C A R T R ID G E S

J. L. BECHTEL & SON, Inc.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

